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ABSTRACT

Dur':lg 1988 the Temporary Teacher Performance

Management

Programme was introduced in Western Australian State high schools by
the Ministry of Education. The purpose of the programme was to provide
all temporary teachers with access to a full performance management
process, Including an Induction and appraisal suitable to their bacKground
and the amount of time they have spent at the school.

This case study Involved eight temporary teachers !rom a metropolitan
high school.

It examined their perceptions of the nature, function,

determining factors and need for modification of the Temporary Teacher
Performance Management Programme.

The major question underlying the research was this:

From the

metropolitan temporary teacher's point of view, what effect did the
programme have on their professional knowledge, attitude and behaviour,
and what were their perceptions for its future?

To answer the major research question several subsidiary questions
were pursued. These Included questions about the variation in what
should have taken place during the programme according to Ministry
guidelines and what actually did happen; what professional development
occurred as a result of the programme; and what factors determined
whether the programme had a positive or negative effect.

A qualitative study, using naturalistic data collection methods was
undertaken to allow participants freedom of response and to permit insight
into reasons for those responses. The main emphasis of the study was on
discovery rather than the testing of theory. As a study of eight temporary
teachers was not Intended

to

produce generalizations that cover all

temporary teachers' thoughts on the programme. Analysis of the data was
based on participants' responses rather than a predetermined framework.

Information and feedback from the temporary teachers' point of view has
already assisted in further development of the programme both at the
school and Central Office level. It will also contribute tO theory building In
the area of teacher performance management. The exploration of the
complexity of the participants' feelings and perceptions of the programme
will provide a basis for developing hypotheses about the Temporary
Teacher Performance Management Programme. The inquiry also may be
considered a pilot study for future research.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

Before 1986 the performancP- of temporary high school teachers In
Western Australia was appraised by subject superintendents In
consultation with principals.

The recent restructuring of the State

education system brought about the demise of subject superintendents
and a phasing In of a less centralized style of educational administration.
With It came a new appraisal procedure which was developed by the
Human Resources Directorate of the Ministry of Education.

Called, the 'Temporary Teacher Performance Management Programme' it
was deslg ned ,
"To Improve job performance and to raise the standard of
teaching by building on teachers' strengths and by identifying
and overcoming difficulties they may be experiencing" (Ministry
of Education 1986:1).

In principle, under the new programme, a school-based advisory
performance management group should formulate an Induction and
appraisal plan In consultation with each temporary teacher. In practice, it
Is causing concern amongst temporary teachers.

Temporary teachers are dissatisfied with the programme beCause they
believe that there Is no guarantee of appraisal comparability within the
school let alone on a statewide basis. They are unsure about the extent to
which the appraisal affects their job security and they believe that the
professional development, which should be offered as a result of
undergoing appraisal, has not materialized.

WHY THE PROBLEM IS IMPORTANT

Temporary teachers need to be professionally supportive of the
programme if its intended outcomes are to be achieved. Relucta• ", on
their part to constructively participate will Impede progress towards a
better standard of teaching.

The uncertainty with which the programme is viewed at present by the
participants may produce low morale, high resignation rates and poor
performance In the classroom.

The resentment caused by forcing

teachers to undergo what they believe to be an unfair system of appraisal
threatens to undermine the programme's objectives.

In addition,

participation by teachers In a programme they are unhappy with, will
·adversely affect their motivation to build on strengths and overcome
difficulties.

2
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

The 'Temporary Teacher Performance Management Programme' has
been In operation In schools since 1966, although It was disrupted
considerably by Industrial action In 1969.

Given the programme's short but chequered history, the Ministry of
Education may need to review and revise

current procedures and

practices In the Interest of Improving outcomes for all concerned.

This study has already provided information and feedback from the
temporary teacher's point of view to the Ministerial Taskforce Working
Party concerned with the conditions and status of temporary teachers.
Hopefully, then It has already assisted in the further developments of the
program me at the school and Central Office level.

Data from the study can also be used by people developing the theory of
performance management for teachers. What this study does Is document

the participants' perceptions of performance management rather than the
system's perspective which Is predominant In the available literature. By
exploring the complexity of participants' feelings and perceptions, It
should provide a basis for developing hypotheses In the future. Since the
study Is breaking new ground and as such may be considered a pilot
study lor future research. Also training Institutions will be able to use the
.

.

Information 'to prepare prospective teachers for employment.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION

The literature on methodology will be discussed In the following chapter
entitled 'Research Design'. This review focuses on some of the recent
material published on performance management In particular It Is
concerned with teacher performance management

The review

endeavours to survey Australian, British and American research on the
subject. Although some reference is made to Important original sources
before/1980, the review concentrates predominantly on literature
published since 1980.

Much of the available literature on teacher

appraisal Is concerned with the process of appraisal rather then its effect
upon those being evaluated.

PURPOSE OF PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT IN THE CORPORATE
SECTOR

The Western Australian Ministry of Education has chosen to adopt
performance management as part of the" 'Better Schools Programme'
which Is based on the principles of corporate management.

The
•

Introduction of this style of management Into the public sector has been
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largely based on developments In the corporate sec.tor.

Thus It Is

Important to Investigate the purpose of performance management In the
corporate sector.

Baird defines performance management as the • identification, evaluation
and development -,f Individual performance'(1990:1).
processes may serve a variety of purposes:

These three

staff development,

management selection, salary planning and organizational planning. As
desirable

as these purposes may be, they can sometimes be in conflict

with each other, especially when employees and organizations are
looking for different outcomes from the appraisal.

Yager (1981) acknowledges that a performance management system can
have a multitude of purposes. He argues that supervisors are often
unclear about What purpose they should be pursuing. Uncertainty leads
them to avoid appraisal where possible which, In turn, undermines the
system of performance management.

Latham and Wexley also comment on the supervisor's reluctance to
engage In performance appraisal,
"Performance appraisal systems are a lot like seatbelts. Most
people believe they are necessary but do not like to use them.
I'S a result. appraisal systems are often used reluctantly to satisfy
some formal organizational or legal requirement ... managers
are Ingenious at finding ways to by pass them"(in Gomez-Mejia
1990:22).

5

Studies such as the sUJvey of appraisal practises by Frombrun and Laud
(1983) suggest that appraisal for the purpose of systematically Improving
Individual and organizational performance Is largely underdeveloped.
Their data, based on questionnaire returns from 20% of 1 300 large
American corporations Indicated that 69% linked apr>ralsal to salary
Increases. They found that appraisal was used to give employees shortterm feedback on their current performance but was not used to predict
future pertormance or career planning for Individuals. Frombrun and Laud
concluded that tile purpose of appraisal was narrow and that
management had failed to use it as a tool in association with other parts of
the human resource system. Corporations In the main had Ignored
Information arising from the appraisals about the value of non-salary
satisfactions such as Increased job autonomy, learning opportunities and
peer support.

Braddlck and Smith (1977), who conducted " comparable study In Britain,
found that focussing on

individual Improvement as a purpose for

appraisal underestimates the Importance of organizational factors over
which Individuals have no control. They found that organizational factors
such as "climate, communications and departmental relationships", had
no more effect on individual pertormance, than did formal appraisal. They
also found that none of the documents used for appraisal by the surveyed
corporations gave the supervisor the opportunity to explore the
relationship between the organization and the Individual tor the purpose
of future Improvement.

Their research led them to advocate using

appraisal tor the purpose of Investigating the relationship of the Individual
to the organization as a whole. They believed that this would Increase the
limited changes which could be expected to result from Individually based

.

feedback and training.
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According to Brlnkerhof and Kanter (1960), performance management
should have two purposes, evaluation and development. They believe
that organizations are torn between the need to use secretive evaluations
for salary purposes and open, negotiated participative goal planning for
future development.

They support the notion that organizational

characteristics can affect the outcome of appraisal for the Individual and
take It a step further by suggesting that the supervisor's relationship with
the organization will decide whether appraisal Is used as a motivating
exercise or as a punitive measure. On the positive side, the evaluation
and development roay motivate and improve Individual performance and
thereby organizational effectiveness. On the negative side, they give
supervisors greater control over personnel and justify \he withholding of
monetary rewards and dismissals.

Whatever the Intended purposes of performance management systems,
they have been practised In Australia, Britain and the United States for
twenty to thirty years and they have become firmly entrenched as part of
the 'corporate culture'.

In the case of the teaching rrofession,

performance management systems are finding favour with governments
struggling to cope with the pressures which are Increasingly aNectlng
organizations In the public sector as well as the private sector.

PURPOSE OF TEACHER PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

Turning from corporate organizations to schools, It becomes apparent that

.

a variety of purposes are stressed by advocates of performance

.,

management. These Include

lnduc~on,

Identifying teacher In-service

requirements, serving as a means by which schools can Improve student
outcomes and making schools more accountable to the public. Hancock
sees appraisal systems as ensuring that the teaching force is subjected to
the same methods of management as those applied In other Institutions.
"In the course of their dally work, teachers appraise their pupils
continuously ... Yet by comparison with other prOfessions they
have been slow to accept the need to appraise each other and
themselves ... it would be strange If a profession which Is
dedicated to drawing out the full potential Of the young decided
to neglect this means of developing both the individual members
and the coll~ve potential of the protesslon"(ln Winter 1987:3).

Moore and Reid (1990) believe that performance management can be
used to assist teachers reflect upon their own profeSsional development
needs In relation to new policy developments. They believe that teachers
need to be prompted to face the Impact that new policies will have on their
fundamental teaching work load and see performance management as a
means of forcing the Issue of professional development. Performance
appraisal can result in teachers being given a sense of ownership and
control over the changes which they Implement.

The Australian Schools Council (1990) suggests that an induction process
should be the beginning point for all teachers In terms of professional
development so that they may develop skills and knowledge necessary to
be effective teachers. The council maintains that an across-the-board
model should be adopted for beginning teachers. The model contains
four major elements which are, a reduced teaching load, oni}oing training
oppportunltles, the provision of support by advanced skills teache~ and
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the provision of avenues for beginning teachers lacking In aptitude or
commitment to quit the profesSion with minimum difficulty.

Improving student outcomes by Improving student learning capabilities Is
the main purpose of teacher performance management according to
Gainey (1990). He cites the need for supervisors of teachers to have firsthand knowledge of the teaching which occurs In classrooms and
proposes that direct observation Is the means by which to gain this
knowledge. Analysis must follow observation In order to make. judgments
about how teachers can best assist students

to grow and develop as

learners.

During a period of high unemployment such as we are now experiencing
a good education Is seen as a pathway to employment Parents who are
taxpayers and voters, want the best for their children. Wragg (1967)
points out that teacher appraisal is a means by which governments can
show the public that the funds being allocated to teachers' salaries are
well spent.

From this perspective the purpose of performance

management Is to ensure that teachers are able to deliver the type of
education which Is acceptable to the local community.

Critics of teacher performance management attack It on the grounds of
conflicting purposes. Kyriacou (1965) argues that it Is not practical to
appraise teacher performance standards for the purpose of linking them to
student outcomes. This claim has a parallel In the management literature.

.

For example, Hughes (1962) points out that, If an appralsee's
performance Is judged solely In terms of what she or he has accomplished
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personally the appraisal has failed to !aile Into account the Impact of
others' work upon the appralsee's achievements.

Several writers have warned against trying to make performance
management cover the two purposes of evaluation and induction and
development which applies as much to the teaching profession as It does
any other profession. Wight (1985) argues that the two purposes are
Incompatible and could lead to a negative effect on job performance.
According to Hughes (1982) attempts to judge and support teachers at the
same time can have a confusing effect on both the supervisor and the
appralsee.

Overwhelmingly, advocates agree that if performance

management for teachers Is to be effective, Its

purposes need to be made

absolutely clear to both the supervisor and the appraisee.

Whyte

concludes that,
"A precise definition of the purpose of the appraisal system is
imperative: failure to do this can be not only Inhibitory but also
downright dlsastrous"(in Winter 1987:9).

SEPARATING EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Meyer et al (1965) researched key differences between the evaluation
and development purposes of performance management Their study of
the appraisal process in the American General Electric Company revealed
major problems with attempts to simultaneously record a justification for
salary action (evaluation) and motivate employees to Improve
performance (development). Meyer and his colleagues conclude that
annual performance appraisals should be dropped in favour of more
10

frequent and Informal discussions of performance where no comments or
marks would be recorded.

They also recommend that salary action

discussions should be held separately with new emphasis placed upon
goal setting and problem solving.

The Meyer et al study was lnnuential. Since Its publication others have
found that performance management Is more effective when discussion of
evaluative matters such as communication of salary decisions, and
discussion of developmental Issues, such as career development, are not
carried out as part of the same programme. For example, Randall et al
(1984) advocate separating not only the

purposes of performance

appraisal but also the supervisors who carry out the tasks of appraisal for
the different purposes. With regard to the separation of the two purposes
Kelly and Taylor state that,
"This places the administrator in a potential role conflict
situation, for they are often expected to be helpful and nonthreatening while supervising instruction. On the other hand,
they regularly make judgemental, evaluative statements
concerning the teacher's instruction"(1990:103).

After surveying both teachers and supervisors at sixty schools in Colorado
they found that both groups agreed that evaluation and development
should be kept separate In the performance management process.

II

SEPARATING PERSONAUTY AND JOB PERFORMANCE JUDGEMENTS

Performance management systems have existed in two forms for many
years. One system Involves the subjective rating of appralsees using
Intangible criteria such as initiative and

ethics, and requires the

supervisor to let the appraises know where his or her deficiencies are.
Banner and Cooke refer to this model as a ·morale depleting, tension
producing exercise In frustration"(1984:327). Performance management
based on personality traits has· a major flaw:

people with serious

personality 'detects' may achieve high levels of work performance.

Appraisal based solely on judgements of personality is now largely
discredited as behavioural expectstions become a more relevant focus for
performance management Stewart and Stewart (1981) and Latham and
Wexley (1961) take a similar line In their books on performance
management. They divide appraisals into those based on personality
traits and those based on behavioural criteria. Both books recommend
that organizational goals are best served by assessment of joi>-related
tasks.

McConkie (1963) offered the Management by Objectives approach to
appraisal, as a positive approach to appraisal because It was more
objectives centred than trait centred. It seemed to be a powerful means of
clarifying job requirements and fitting appraisal Into the overall system of
organizational objectives. The system assumes agreement on objectives
by the supervisor and appraises, which In practice may be difficult to
•

achieve. Cummings and Edwards look at appraisal techniques !iccording
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to whether they are "job related, reliable, valid, standardizable and
practlcal"(1984:30). The Management by Objectives system does not rate
highly In any of these areas except In that of job related criterion.

METHODS OF APPRAISAL USED IN PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

Appraisal schemes may be criterion referenced or norm referenced.
Different Instruments can be used with each. For example, rating scales
or some kind of ranking system.

Rating scales are a widely used form of appraisal

according to the

literature. They may tap personality or performance qualities or both.
Two well known factors affecting the validity of rating scales are the
tendency of evaluators to recall the appralsee's most recent performance
and a tendency of evaluators to recall the appraisee's best performance.
Bazerman and Beeklm (1962) believe that either of these two factors can
cause errors In appraisal. Murphy et al (1962) tested this theory. They
proposed that when judgements are based on recall, the evaluator tends
to rely on perceived personality traits rather than actual performance.
Graves (1962) distinguishes between appraisals which require ratings
and centre upon job objectives for the Individual, and comparative
methods which require employees to be compared and ranked. There are
two major problems with ranking employees. Firstly, It does not signal the
difference In performance between employees: For example, there could
be a slgn~lcant difference In performance levels between the employee

.

ranked as number one and the employee ranked as number two.
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Secondly, there Is no room lor Individual performance obJectives:
Ranking can use only a single set of global criteria.

A number of sources of appraisal can be used regardless of whether the
appraisal

Is evaluative or developmental and based on a ranking or

rating scale.

Advocates of self-appraisal believe that It ensures commHment on the part
of the appraises. If It cannot be used as the only component of appraisal
for reasons of credibility or comparability then It should at least be a major
component tor thOse reasons. Bellington and Hopkins state that,
"Opportunities for self-assessment and reference to personal
standards of performance strongly Influence a teacher's sense
of effectiveness and his or her motlvation"(1989:172).

In practice it Is important that, before any element of self-appraisal is
introduced to a system, teachers understand their roles and
responsibilities.

These must be discussed and agreed upon by the

supervisor and the teacher, before any effective self-appraisal can take
place. Bed nail states that,
"A vital part of evaluation procedures, therefore, is a clearly
defined statement by the school of the ethical expectations it has
of Its teaching staff'(in Lokan and McKenzie 1989:51).

Given their autonomous role In the classroom and the private nature of
their preparation and delivery of lessons, many teachers may trust the
judgement of colleagues who are subjected to the same conditions rather
14

than reduced load senior teachers or non-teaching deputies who are their
appraisers.

Wragg (1967) acknowledges that although Immediate

supervisors are usually responsible for the appraisal, teachers prefer
peer-appraisers who have a comprehensive view of their performance
and the conditions under which the performance Is given. Peer-appraisal
has potential advantages.

Darling-Hammond et al noted that peer

appraisal,
"Covers a broader spectrum of performance, encompassing not
only performance In the classroom, but Intentionality (what the
teacher Intends to have happen) and other teaching behaviour
as exhibited by assignment and grading practlces"(in Hopkins
and Bollington 1969:174).

Student opinion about teacher performance Is seldom used for the
purpose Of appraisal unless the students are at a tertiary Institution.
SCriven (In LoKan and McKenzie 1969) believes that provided students
are given appropriate training In how to assess teacher performance they
can be a valus.ble source of appraisal. When the process of involving
students in appraisal is carefully planned In advance, student input about
certain aspects of teaching can be useful. Baxter comments,
"Although learning and the evaluation of learning should be a
collaborative affair, student opinions should only be sought on
matters upon which they are fit to comment"(1967:17).

Whichever combination of referencing system, evaluation Instruments and
sources Of appraisal are used, It Is essential that they are accompanied by
a realistic level of support. As Reid and Moore point out, •any teacher
appraisal scheme has resource lmplicatlons"(1990:19).

15

CONCLUSION

Schools are not entirely different from other organizations. If performance
management Is to become a widespread practice, much can be learned
from the available literature on corporate performance management For
example, the system should provide an opportunity for teachers to reflect
on their own performance In consultation with their peers, students and
supervisors. The school needs to make Its directions absolutely clear so
that It provides a context In which the teacher can strive to Improve
performance.

Ideally, the elements of evaluation and development

should be separate and appraisal should Involve an approach where the
needs of both the school and the teacher are satiSfied.
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CHAPTER3

RESEARCH DESIGN

THE RESEARCH QUESTION

The major research question underlying the study was this:

According to temporary teachers, what effect has the Temporary Teacher
Performance Management Programme had on their own professional
knowledge , attitudes and behaviour and what are their suggestions for
the programme's future?

This question was Intended to focus the investigation upon the
perceptions, experiences and observations of the participants in relation
to Induction, appraisal and professional development elements of
performance management

SUBSIDIARY QUESTIONS

To answer the major research question, the following subsidiary
questions Ytere pursued. In each case, the questions were Intended to
seek answers from the participating temporary teacher's point of VieW.

17

1

Were there any discrepancies between what shOUld happen In
principle (according to the Ministry of Education guidelines), and
what did actually happen when the programme was put Into
practice, and what factors account for any variation?

2

How did the programme affect the temporary teachers':
a) knowledge of their own teaching ability, level of professlunalism
and educational practice, as well as their knowledge abOUt the
Induction and appraisal procedures of the performance
management programme.
b) attitudes aboUt their own personal worth and profesSional
Identity, particularly In relation to teaching, career aspirations,
students, colleagues and employer;

c) behaviour with regard to classroom performance, participation
In profesSional development, school programmes and
interpersonal relations with other staff and students.

3

What professional development occurred as a result of the
induction or appraisal?

4

What factors determined whether the programme had a positive or
negative effect?

5

What modifications, if any, are necessary In order to make the
programme a more positive experience for temporary teachers?

'

0
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

A qualitative study using naturalistic, ethnographic data collection
methods rather than a quantitative study using positivistic data collection
methods was used to allow participants complete freedom of response
and to permit Insight Into the reasons tor those responses. The main
emphasis of the study was on discovery rather than the testing of
predetermined theory.

The relationship between the literature and field dati was interactive.
Information gained from the on going literature review helped to construct
the framework for organizing and analysing data collected from
participants. It also assisted with the selection of relevant questions, and
set a br?ader context for assessing the significance of the programme.
To find answers to the central and subsidiary questions, a case study
strategy was adopted. The school was selected on the basis of the twenty
four temporary teachers working there and the researcher's access to
them. With a large number of temporary teachers to choose from, the
likelihood of recruiting the participants from a wide range of subject areas,
and with a variety of experience was increased.
advocates this approach when

advlsin!~

Murphy

(1960:79)

researchers to seek a variety of

perspectives on key Issues.

The researcher had previously taught at the school and subsequently
made frequent visits In her carJacity as a District Office School
Development Consultant. This assi'sted In establishing rapport and open
and honest relationships with the participants.
''
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It should be mentioned that prior to commencing the study the researcher
formed certain impressions as a result of: speaking with secondary and
primary temporary teachers who were not involved in the study; being a
member of a Ministerial Taskforce Working Party set up to Investigate
conditions and status of temporary teachers; and reviewing current
literature. These impressions helped construct a preliminary framework
for the collection of data The framework, however, was a starting rathar
than a finishing point, and was not used to restrict the collection of data.
All Information given by participants was tully and faithfUlly recorded and
not selected

to fit a predetermined framework. Woods advocates this

approach when he says,
"Concepts emerge from the field and are checked and rechecked against further data, compared with material,
strengthened and perhaps re-formulated"(1986:247).

As a means of ensuring that a comprehensive range of information was
collected and that the Interviews did focus on key issues, as defined by
the participants, a preliminary framework was constructed from literature
and pilot interviews with six teachers from another school. It included the
following Items from which an Interview data prompt scheme was
devised:

1

The process factors; for example, where when, how and by whom
the participant was inducted and appraised.

2

Participants' feelings about Induction and appraisal; for example,
how the programme made tham feel about their professional
Identity, performance management and their employer.

I

'
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3

Any new knOWledge which resulted from their experience with the
programme; for example, subject content, classroom managemerrt
and programming.

4

Attitude changes which occurred as a result of new knowledge; tor
example any changes In their confidence or commitment.

5

Behaviour changes which occurred as a result of attltude; for
example, changes In Involvement In extra curricula activities.

6

Options and alternatives to the programme and the outcomes and
Implications of each option and alternative.

Although this tentative framework was used to organize and analyse data
initially collected, it was modified to include data which fell outside of It In
accordance with Goode and Hatt (1952:166) the data prompt schedule
was devised to allow the Interviewer to focus on key Issues while
phrasing questions in a manner which best enabled each participant to
understand the question.

PROCEDURE

To allow lor an In-depth exploration of participants' perceptions about
what effects the programme has had on their knowledge, attitudes and
behaviour, the following procedure was used.
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A pilot study was conducted In a similar school to Indicate the extent to
which the preliminary framework was relevant and what modifications,
deletions and additions were necessary.

A sample group of eight teachers was selected from a senior secondary
school which had twenty four temporary teachers. Participants from the
following categories were included:

1

Teachers with less than three years experience

2

Teachers with more thar. three years experience

3

Male teachers

4

Female teachers

5

Teachers who had undertaken country seiVice

6

Teachers who had not undertaken country seiVice

7

Teachers from a broad range of subject areas

The backgrounds of the participants and their experience with the Ministry
of Education had a bearing on the responses which were given. In the
participants' own words, their reasons for being temporary were:
"I am temporary because I do not know how long I will be
staying here In WA. 1am teaching to support myself studying,
so to be permanent and posted somewhere else is not good."
"I might not lit into the normal mould because when I finished
teachers' training my husband was in business and he was too
busy for me to concentrate on full time teaching so 1 chose to
teach part time. You carmot gain permanency as a 'part timer'."
"I am temporary because 1 came back from the country early
and they made me temporary. There was a mix up; they told
me that I would automatically be permanent on probation
because I was posted to a remote location. I wanted It and it·
never came. I rang them and someone else said It was not
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automatic. I hated where I was and saw a chance to come back
at the end of the year and took it."
"When I applied out of teachers' college, I applied for
permanent on probation saying that I would go anywhere but 1
attached a letter saying that I would preler not to go to the
country for a number of reasons. So they gave me a posting to
a city school and said that because of my restricted application 1
would be temporary. They took the letter as excluding me from
country service and appointed me remporary. The next year 1
was told I would be re-appointed to my present school as a
temporary teacher and that I would have to make a decision the
following year on country service."
"I am temporary because I cannot do country service and they
haw used me as a floating resource for eight years. I haw not
been at the same school for more than a year to allow me to
apply for permanent on orobatlon. Although they haw sent me
back to a couple of schools two and three times tt has never
been in consecutive years. When I did try to apply for
permanency In 1987 I was asked to go to the country. I said I
could not go and was sent to another school where 1was given
315 owr fiw days. I contacted the union and the Ministry gaw
me another position at another school and I was told to
wtthdraw my application for permanency. I haw newr applied
again. I let It go because I needed to get a job."
"I am temporary because I could not go to the country. I did
apply for permanency but I was told to wtthdraw my application.
When I refUsed I was sent a letter telling me I was not eligible
because there are two criteria - experience ar,0' gvailabiltty for
country service. I said I am now willing to ~·J to the country.
How much longer do I haw to teach? I now teach full time and
have worked for twelve years part time.·
"I just came from studying to here as a temporary.·
"I got a city posting, got Involved and couldn't go to the country.·

Since the majority of temporary teachers at the school are female, there
Is an Imbalance of the sexes In the sample. There were three males and
five females.

All participants were volunteers and not subject to random samP,Iing
procedures because the study was exploratory In nature and not an

/
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attempt to establish generallzabllty across the state. It was Important that
participants were prepared to willingly describe their experience. Gay
(1987:116) explains that the use of volunteers is a major source of bias
In any study because the responses of those motivated to participate In
the study may not be typical of those made by non-volunteers. Eight
participants were selected rather than less, to allow for broad
representation and to allow for the possibility of attrition. One participant
found employment In the private sector while another withdrew from the
Interview schedule In anticipation of Interstate employment so their
comments were only recorded at an Initial formal interview.

The Interview format Involved the collection of baseline descriptive data
and the asking of open ended questions together with clarifying
unstructured questions. Goode and Hatt suggest using clarification
questions to ensure the researcher, •...understood the response and that
It was actually a response to the question" (1952:201).

The preliminary conceptual framework was used to prompt responses in
cases where the participants did not volunteer Information.

In the months leading up to the first formal Interview, time was spent
developing a collegial, non-threatening relationship with each
partie! pan!. This relationship was characterised by trust and supportive
.interaction. In Murphy's view this Is vital to ensure that questions do not
"fall flat"(1980:87).
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lWo formal Interviews were conducted with six participants, one before
appraisal and one alter appraisal. Summary sheets were made alter the
first interview to identify the main themes and target Issues for the next
Interview. Interviews were held In term 2, and alter appraisal which
occunred tor some participants In term 3 and tor others In term 4.

Responses made at each Interview were recorded on tape and the
participants were given copies of the transcripts of the first Interview to
check for accuracy and add any further Information.

The Information collected Included unsolicited as well as solicited
comments from the temporary teachers. The participants made the
unsolicited comments by telephone or by approaching the researcher
who was often in the school on other business.

Dulgan's method of reaching conclusions (1961 :269) was used to
compare the researcher's interpretations with those

ot the

participants.

Aller each participant had been given a copy of the drat! thesis chapter
which contained their responses they were asked to clarify, modify and
verity any ot the comments which were contained In the chapter.

The services of an extemal auditor were used as a final check to ensure
validity. A School Development Officer performed the task of checking
the accuracy of the recording of participants' comments and the
researcher's intarpretatlons. Three participants were randomly selected

to be Informally Interviewed at the school by the extemal auditor
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ANALYSIS OF DATA

All data collected was subject to what Woods terms 'speculative analysis'
(1986:120). This Involved the researcher writing reflective comments
beside the transcripts of the participants' comments. Carroll describes
this technique as,
~ .••operating In partnership with participants, keeping dual
accounts of their own (researcher's) observation alongside
participants' comments"(ln Goetz and LeCompte 1982:42).

The object here was to link the temporary teachers' comments with
points made In the literature and elsewhere and to Identity the direction
of future enquiries.

Data embodied In the transcripts was ordered In a systematic way by
identifYing major categories or Issues which In turn fell into groups. The
object of this ordering of data was to organize material In a manner
which was conducive to concept formation. The formation of concepts
Involved the Identity! ng of several pieces Of data or Issues which seemed
to have certain commonalities about them. Patterns emerged from the
data and were not imposed on the data by a rigid framework.
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VALIDITY OF DATA

The following steps were taken to ensure that the participants'
perceptions were accurately collected and presented and not distorted
by Interviewer bias and misconception: rapport was established to elicit
open and honest responses; Interviews were taped; transcriptions of
interviews were discussed with participants

to give an opportunity for

verification; drafts 0! the thesis were presented to the partlclpar,ts for
comment; an external auditor was used to verity the transcripts and the
researcher's comments after the final interview.

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

As Is the case with all researc;h, ethical considerations were made. The
researcher made every effort to ensure that the participants were
completely informed about the nature and purpose of the study. The
principal, who gave permission for the research

to be conducted, was

also made aware of the nature and purpose 0! the research. Anonymity
was preserved on a number of levels: the school remains anonymous
and the participants remain anonymous. In order to ensure anonymity
within the school, bearing In mind the small sample, the researcher has
recorded the participants comments In such a way that no one participant
.can be Identified by their responses.

Participants were given the

opportunity to delete their own comments from the draft thesis.
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CHAPTER4

FINDINGS

INTRODUCTION

Since 1988 all temporary teachers have been subjected to a performance
appraisal on a yea~y basis at a metropolitan Senior High School, which
for the purpose of this study will be known as 'Fandale'. Fandale
produced a document of its own which showed that It would endeavour to
adhere to the format outlined in the document 'Performance Management
Temporary Teachers' which was issued by the Human Resources
Directorate of the Ministry of Education. This Central Office document
describes In detail who should be appraised, who should do the
appraisal, how It should be done, and how to complete the relevant forms.
It also distinguishes between appraisal and Induction as parts of the
performance management process. Judging from Information gathered
!rom the participants, there were a number of discrepancies betWeen what
should have happened according to the Central Office document, and
what actually took place at Fandale.

Induction was not provided for any of the participants, many of whom were
either new to the school, qualified as beginning teachers (those with less
than three years experience) or were seekl ng permanent on probation
status. Appraisal Interviews were not conducted at the end of each
semester to examine teachers' strengths and weaknesses and ·plan
;'
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strategies for the next semester. Instead, the participants were required to
attend an Interview with the principal where they were given their
performance appraisal form (see Appendix 1). This form had been
completed by their senior teacher and the principal had filled in the
temporary teacher appraisal section of the form. Teachers applying for
permanent on probation status were simply Informed that their appraisal
had been completed and that the documentation, including their
temporary teacher appraisal had been sent to Central Office.

Several factors may have contributed to the discrepancy between what
should have happened and the events which were described by
participants. Industrial action by senior teachers, taken In order to gain
access to level 4 salaries In the new broad banding system, curtailed the
Induction process. The withdrawal of their 'goodwill services' meant that
administrative duties were only performed during periods allocated for
that purpose. The senior teachers as a group made a priority list of taskS

to be completed during administration periods and performance appraisal
ranked lower than discipline on the list. Discipline takes up a very large
proportion of senior teachers' time at Fandale. The senior teachers' order
of priority signals a reluctance to engage In performance management It
represents what Latham and Wexley refer to as a supervisor's strategy to
avoid carrying out appraisal (In Gomez-Mejia 1990).

Another factor which contributed to the principles and practices of
performance management at Fandale was a change In administrative
staff. Midway through the programme the Incumbent principal took leave
and a deputy principal became acting principal. As a result, duties and
roles were significantly changed for members of the administration i.eam.
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This reduced the amount Of time which members of the administrative staff
could devo1e to temporary teacher performance management In terms of
advisory group meetings and other meetings with the participants.

A third factor which accounted for the discrepancy was the climate of the
school at the time. Performance management was Introduced hot on the
heels of Unit CUrriculum and In the middle of changes to upper-school
subjects. During 1989 all new Central Office Initiated programmes were

beset by Industrial action. Fandale had already undergone a number of
significant changes and performance management was viewed as yet
another change to be Implemented before sufficient time had been
allowed to consolidate those which preceded lt. Marland (1986) and
Baxter (1987) both argue that schools need to be ready for appraisal
before It Is introduced. As part of this readiness,
"Appraisers should process or develop the necessary
observation, Interview and human relations skills, and have
their roles clarified In deta.ii"(Baxter 1987:19).

Although Fandale was used to looking critically at the processes It
employed to Improve student outcomes prior to 1986 it had never judged
teacher effectiveness In carrying out these processes In a formal way.
Those Involved In the appraisal of the participants had not received any
specific training to assist them .with the new performance management
procedures.

The system of performance management upon which the participants
based their comments was the one they experienced, not the one the
Ministry's Human Resource Directorate would see as being ideal. The
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way In which the performance management

.

programme was

Implemented at Fandale school had been subject to circumstances not
present In other schools.

The temporary teachers' responses to the Fandale programme was one
of opposition to its existence.

However, as the study progressed It

became evident that they were opposed to any programme of
performance management administered exclusively to temporary
teachers.

OPPOSITION TO THE SCHOOL PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
PROGRAMME

•

The overwhelming response which emerged from the interviews with
participants was their negative feeling towards the programme as they
perceived it. Despite being given every opportunity, participants made
very few positive comments about the programme.

Therefore It Is

Important that the reasor.s for their opposition to the school performance
management programme be analysed in conjunction with the effect the
programme has had on their professional knowledge, attitudes and
behaviour.

All the participants saw the performance management programme .as
discriminatory and unjustified. They felt singled out and confused as to
why they should be appraised any more than other teachers.

Those who
'

'
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were temporary by circumstance and not choice were extremely unhappy
about being forced to undergo appraisal. As one experienced participant

put It,
"I do not think that temporary teacher means 'lesser
prOfessional' and I feel quite strongly that we should not be
singled out after a certain point, say two years, for appraisal."

Other factors which participants identified as producing opposition were
the programme's hidden agenda, Its mandatory and threatening nature,

and its uselessness. Although the published aim of the programme is
concerned with teacher Improvement, the programme ratings from the
temporary teacher returns are used by staffing officers for the purpose of
rEHlmploymenl This lack of openness with regard to the purpose of
appraisal has contributed to what Marland describes as,
"The threat, as It is seen, of appraisal as a chimera, looming
threateningly and foully over our shoulders"(1986:169).

Temporary teachers at Fandale were given no choice in whether or not
they wished to take part In the performance management programme. It
was clear In a statement Issued by the principal that any temporary
teacher wishing to be re-employed by the Ministry In 1991 must undergo
appraisal. This produced opposition because as Baxter says,
"Imposed evaluation Implies crltlcism and dissatisfaction"
(1986:19).

The system's failure to provide any special resources to assist temporary
•

teachers Improve their performance as a result of appraisal ~ade the
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programme an exercise In futility for many of the participants. support
was already available In the school for teachers who wished to access Inservicing or senior teacher assistance.

A formal performance

management programme appeared to be unnecessary because It offered
Initially nothing extra In this area. Montgomery maintains that ·Evaluation
without enhancement Is sterile.(in Marland 1966:169).

Opposition to the programme seriously undermined the achievement of

Its stated aim, particularly In relation to

profe~lonal

knowledge, attitudes

and behaviours of the temporary teachers.

THE PROGRAMME'S EFFECT ON TEACHER KNOWLEDGE

Since the aim of the performance management programme Is to Improve
job performance and raise the standard of teaching, It stands to reason
that teacher knowledge must be Increased In order for that to happen.
Teacher knoWledge can be defined as all that an Individual knows and
understands about the theory and practice of teaching.

During the Interviews, participants were asked questions which sought to
clarify what they had learned, what they expected to learn and what they
did not learn as a result of the programme. Their responses fell Into
seven categories, namely knowledge of:

Central Office views on

professionalism; their own teaching ability; their colleagues' teaching
/
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.

ability; the Induction process: the final appraisal; the purpose and
!Unctions of the programme: school and Central Office politics.

Perceptions of Central Office Views on Professionalism

The temporary teachers believed that participating In the programme
gave them knowledge of how the school and Central Office viewed their
professionalism. The fact that the programme for improvement was not
confined to beginning teachers who could have been reasonably
expected to require assistance In adjusting to the school environment,
and yet did not encompass all teachers was significant to the participants.
It Indicated that they were not viewed as being as professionally
competent as their permanent colleagues.

All participants saw

themselves as competent and no more In need of a programme for
Improvement than permanent staff members.

Self-evaluation, to the majority of participants, was an activity In w:1Jch
they were constantly engaged In order to ensure a high level of learning
took place In the classroom. It was deemed to be a very important
component of professionalism. According to one participant,
"As a professional I think you modify your behaviour
automatically wi\hout someone else having to write tt down for
you. This system is possibly thought up by some people who
have been dealing with children for too long."

'
/'
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Roe and McDonald support the participant's comment by stating that,
•A professional teacher Is one who Is constantly engaged In
self-appraisal through the modification of teaching practice an a
result of marking student's work"(ln Baxter 1987:20).

The Imposition of a programme which requires others to evaluate what
takes place In the classroom was seen by the temporary teachers

a~

a

Central Office and school criticism of their self-evaluative abilities and
professionalism.

Knowledge of Teaching Abfllty

The participants also saw the teacher's ability

to assist students to learn

as an aspect of professionalism. They agreed that the categories on the
Personnel Appraisal Form focused on tasks which would help teachers to
improve, except those which were not relevant to particular subject areas.
However, most of the participants believed that they were already aware
of areas Where they needed to Improve. For example, one said,
"I think you know personally whether you are doing a good job
or whether you could Improve."

The participants Identified three specific areas of teaching where a
change In knowledge could enhanoe teaching ability. These areas could
be defined broadly as subject content, methodology and classroom
performanoe.
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In the area of subject content one participant Indicated a willingness

to

seek further knowledge for appraisal purposes,
"If they give me notice about when I am going to be assessed
then I probably will do some extra research on my content
because I want to give 100% effort In this day and age when it
Is hard to get a position In my subject area."

Another participant Indicated a willingness to seek extra knowledge in a
subject area but not as a result Of the programme,
"I do not do any extra reading or anything In my frees. I try
to get my school work done at school. 1 subscribe to
journals but I read them at home. It has nothing to do with
being assessed. I do not get enough time off to browse
through journals (at school)."

Since the programme did not involve an Induction component and the
scope of the appraisal was limited to the tasks set out on the appraisal
sheets, most of the participants agreed that their knowledge of
methodology was not significantly extended as a result of the programme.
Their knOWledge of alternative procedures for teaching particular aspects
of courses, remained largely unchanged because these things were not
listed as items for appraisal. One said,
"This will make no difference to my knowledge, It has not
given me a knowledge of methods or anything."

According to the participants the programme had virtually no effect on
their knowledge of teaching practice until the final appraisal took place
because Of the way In which it was conducted. They defined teaching
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practice as the taskS set out on the appraisal form.

one teacher

represented colleagues views by saying,
"I do not think my knowledge about my teaching practice will
change but I will have to wait until I am appraised to find out.·

Knowledge of Colleagues' Teaching Ability

"If a teacher who is seeking improvement Is made aware of the
overall rating for his or her colleagues participating In the
programme, the teacher may perceive a need for improvement
and will try to achieve it"(Centra In Baxter 1987:21).

In contrast to what Centra states the participants did not place great value
on the ratings of others as a measure of their own teaching ability.
Comparability within the school was almost Impossible to ensure and
therefore participants did not think their knowledge of their colleagues'
teaching abilities could be altered on the basis of what they considered

to

be a subjective appraisal. In the words of one temporary teacher,
"I do not think that the different ratings give me a greater
knowledge about what is going on in other classrooms. It is just
too subjective. I guess really that the only thing you can do is
have a look yourself. •

The participants found it difficult to compare themselves with others due to
different circumstances they found themselves in, that Is different
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appraisers, subject areas, timetables, classes, extra curricula activities
and interpersonal relationships. Thus,
"To give someone a rating of 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 Is subjective. It
must incorporate Interpersonal relationships. To say, they got
a 5 and I got a 3, I will have to lift my game, is not right.·

Since the participants had limited knowledge of their temporary
colleagues' teaching abilities and little confidence In the programme as
an Indicator or these abilities, they did not believe the rating allocated to
others could be used as a means by which to measure their own abilities.
Nor did they think that knowledge of their colleagues' teaching abilities
should be used a basis for comparison. A common view was,

•t see ourselves as .equals rather than putting ourselves
above each other.·

Waldman and Kennett (1990) warn of the dangers of appraisees
competing for and comparing ratings. They believe that competition
within the workforce must be minimized In order to ensure that
performance management concentrates primarily on development for the
teacher.

Knowledge of !he Induction Process

The temporary teachers at Fandale received no real consultative
Induction. As part of the programme some were Involved with ~elr Senior
/

teachers In planning and Induction but the meetings consisted of being
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told what the senior teacher expected and how appraisal would be
conducted.

In the document 'Guidelines to Performance Managemenr produced by
the Ministry of Education's Human Resources Directorate , the process of
performance management is defined as having three phases, 'the
preliminary Interview,

review

Interview

and

the appraisal

lntervlew'(1988:1). The fOllowing points are made In this document
During the preliminary Interview an induction plan Is agreed upon by the
teacher and supervisor and Is an Important goal setting stage. The goals
should be restricted to areas of highest need, as agreed upon by the
teacher and the supervisor. Experienced teachers or high achieving
teachers are not excluded, they can work towards maintaining high
standards. And according to the document Induction plans should
Include,
"What is to be achieved, when tt Is to be achieved, how it is to
be achieved, standards to be met and measurement criteria"
(1988:2).

Some participants were not given any opportunity to engage In discussion
about these aspects of performance management. This lack of cooperative planning was typified by these comments,
"I have not been Involved In an Induction plan and 1was not
asked I wanted one either."

n

"There is no Induction, just photocopied stuff in your pigeon
hole. It just said this Is what happens ••• there will be a person
to appraise you."

:

•
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As far as the participants were concerned, the advisory group did not
assist them to Increase their knowledge of the induction process. The
group did arrange an 8.00 am meeting, possibly to explain the Induction
process to all temporary teachers. However, none of the participants were
able or willing to attend for a variety of reasons: disinterest. Industrial
action, transport arrangements, family commitments and other school
commitments. As a result,
"There Is no Induction plan that I am aware of. Perhaps there
could be? It could have been explained at a meeting that was
held last week . 1could not attend at a.ooam. •

Blake and Jaques point out that the process of Induction, a negotiated
setting of goals, Is of paramount importance In any performance
management when they say,
"The Impetus for appraisal or the identification of
developmental needs should be those of the individual
hlmlherself"(1990:36).

Knowledge of \he Final Appraisal

The management group did assist the participants to Increase their
knowledge about the appraisal Itself by documenting how ratings would

be allocated and distributing It to participants.

As described by the

participants,
"The ranking criteria were defined by the deputies, principal
and senior staff. Temporary teachers had no say In deciding. "I
think temporary teachers could have gone to the meeting where
the criteria were decided but we were not aware If we could
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have for sure. other people involved In giving an appraisal on
temporary teachers also attended.·
"As It Is now I had something shoved in my pigeon hole
yesterday which says this is what a 5 is, this Is what a 4 Is etc.
That Is what they came up with that Is all we know so far."

One temporary teacher attended a meeting which was advertised In the
'Senior Staff Notices' and found,
"There were no other temporary teachers there but I sat down. It
sort of hamstrung them a bit because there were some things
they wanted to say about temporary staff but could not It was
good for me to see the types of things that they were looking for
but I think everyone should have been invited."

•
Knowledge of the f>urpose and Functions of the Programme

The participants had different understandings about what the programme
was supposed to be used for and what it was actually used tor. Several
factors account for this variation such as the type of communication the
temporary teachers had with staffing officers, senior teachers,
administrative staff and teachers from other schools, and the type of
experiences they had with the programme In others schools.

All

participants were aware of the stated purpose of the programme and most
had a knowledge of the programme's function as a staffing mechanism,
but there were different opinions on Its primary purpose. Most participants
rejected the objectives outlined on the front of their performance
management form as true statements of the programme's purpose,
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"This appraisal Is not for improvement. If it were then we would
have been part of the appraisal planning. Professional
development has never happened and I cannot see it
happening this year either."
"The aim that Is stated on the front of the form Is not the
understanding with most teachers and if it is the case then they
really need to look at It again. I do not think It has anything to
do with professional development.•

The participants saw the programme as serving three major purposes:
the allocation of employment In various subject areas; the allocation of
schools; and the allocation of permanent on probation status. One
temporary teacher summed up the views of colleagues by saying,
"I reject the statement that It Is for Improvement. It Is not. It is for
establishing numbers for jobs. It gives teachers a rating which
helps central Office make their decisions."

The programme was also used to determine placement in particular
schools, according 10 some participants,
"So much emphasis is placed on it If I do not get a reasonable
score It may be •....... (an outback school). I only found out
through my senior teacher. I did not know about any of this at
all. I was not concerned about appraisal until my senior teacher
1Did me. I have read through all the forms and it does not say
anything about that here. •
"There have been a lot of people playing games with temporary
teacher returns to manipulate staffing."
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Another participant said that there may be a direct link between the
attainment of pennanent on probation status and the appraisal rating,
"I do not know for sure that the appraisals were used for
allocating pennanent on probation but I do know that the other
two people in the department who received different ratings last
year received pennanent on probation and 1did not."

Only one participant thought that the appraisal rating resulting from the
programme did not serve as a staffing mechanism,
"No one has officially told me what appraisal is for. I do not
think It has any bearing on the way jobs are given out. I think
there is a list and you are given the jobs that are available."

It Is difficult for the participants to acquire knowledge from a programme
whose purpose Is unclear. At Fandale lack of clarity may have resulted
from mixed messages given by the school and Central Office. A staffing
officer did visit the school during a staff meeting and pointed out that
most temporary teachers should expect a 3 (satisfactory rating). It was not
explained that teachers who received a 5 (outstanding) or 4 (highly
satisfactory) were given preference In employment placements. This
information was available by telephoning any staffing officer but the
temporary teachers were not told that during the staff meeting.

The Central Office documents Which outline the Induction and appraisal
processes state that the aim of the programme Is to improve teacher

I'
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performance. If this Is the case then why should a teacher who has
attained an outstanding rating need to be appraised every year? A
Central Office spokesperson stated on 19 September 1990 that,
"They do not need to be, In fact, no temporary teacher needs to
be appraised every year. They can elect to use their appraisals
from as far bacK as 1988."

The Acting Senior Consultant of Staffing confirmed that statement on 17
October 1990 and added a qualifier,
"Staff who have remained at the same school since 1988 can
elect to keep their final appraisal from as far back as 1988.
Those staff who have changed schools since then must
undergo an appraisal In their new school. Staff cannot elect to
undergo appraisal and then ask to keep a previous appraisal
rating ff the current one Is lower."

Fandale did not give temporary teachers the option of appraisal when It
released its own document on 11 May (see Appendix 2). On the contrary,
It made appraisal mandatory for all temporary teachers seeking

re-

employment with the Ministry of Education in 1991. From ali indications,
none of the temporary teachers knew they could use ratings from previous
years rather than be appraised in 1990.

Knowledge of School and Central Office Politic;§

An unintended outcome of the programme was an Increase tn the
temporary teache~s understanding of school and Central Office politics.

•

Many of the participants Indicated that they naN had a greater knOWledge
of the school and Central Office operations and Intentions,
"I suppose some Knowledge has been gained as a result, a
greater Knowledge of being outside the system."
"I do not think that what they say they are trying to do Is what
they are doing. I am concerned that there Is a hidden agenda.
There is more involved In this temporary teacher thing than Is
Indicated."
"It has given me a greater knowledge about the Ins and outs of
the system.·
"I suppose It has made me more aware of power and hOW It can
be misused, of hOW people can taKe shortcuts and not taKe into
consideration those being assessed. It has given me an Insight
Into hOW one needs to be aware and the avenues there are to
say no In certain circumstances, so I suppose it has been of
benefit In that way."

This Increased knowledge of the school power base and the Central
Office system may well be of use to the temporary teacher in the future.
The Taskforce,

set up to Investigate the conditions and status of teachers

and situated In Central Office, was contacted by some of the temporary
teachers at Fandale. Others either contacted staffing officers directly or
enlisted the help of a senior teacher to try to establish their employment
prospects and avenues for 1991. It Is likely that none of the participants
would have made this contact with Central Office had it

not been for their

Involvement In the programme.

Teachers were also prepared to question and taKe action on the advisory
committee's decisions If they did not receive what they considered a fair
rating. In some cases this represented a digression from the deference
•

which would nonnally be shown to senior and administration .staff. For
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those teachers who had applied for permanent on probation status It
would haw been impossible to take any action regarding their rating
because it was sent to Central Office without their knowledge.

In summary: the programme affected the participants' knowledge in the
areas of final appraisal procedure and purposes, profesSionalism, school
and Central Office operations as well as subject content Areas where the
programme had little or no effect on participants' knowledge Included
awareness of a need for Improvement, teaching methodology, teaching
practice and Induction processes.

Ironically the areas where the

programme had least effect were those central

to the process of teacher

Improvement

THE PROGRAMME'S EFFECT ON TEACHER ATTITUDES

This section examines the effect of the programme upon temporary
teachers' outlookS and stances towards the value or the programme Itself,
the appraisal content. the validity of the appraisal, the use of ratings,
appraisal related stress, professional status, appraisers, colleagues and
students. Most of the participants based their attitudes towards the
programme on their knowledge or how It operated at Fandale. A raw had
experience with the programme In other schools. As a consequence of
being subjected to a five point scale and a deficit model of appraisal
which was summatlw rather than formative, the participants' attitudes
towards the programme, themselves and others were adversely affected.
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That their attitudes were negative should not be surprising according to
Nicholson,
"The word appraisal will have some fairly sinister connotations
in the minds of some teachers, threatening assessment on a
five point scale or reminding them of their teaching practise
days when someone sat at the bacK of the lesson to 'criticise'
or worse still, assisting in the process of weeding out the
much talKed about section of the profession"(1986:170).

Several factors Influenced the participants' attitudes towards the
programme. These Include the value of the programme, the appraisal
process and the validity of the appraisal process.

Value of the Programme

The participants did not believe that the programme would be able to
achieve the purpose of helping them to Improve. Consequently, they
perceived It to be useless and unnecessary. Put simply, In the words of
one temporary teacher,
"I thinK this (programme) Is a waste of time because It does not
change anything."

The programme became resented and devalued in the eyes of the
temporary teachers because It singled them out on the basis of. an
unwillingness to do country service rather than because they needed to
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Improve. Their resentment was directed not only towards the programme
Itself but.also toward the employer who Instigated It There were many
comments which expressed this senti men~
"What I find difficult is that I cannot get onto permanent staff
until I go to the country and as a married lady that is
Impossible tor me. Yet I classify myself as a good teacher with
a lot of skills. I topped my course at college and yet 1am at the
whim of the Ministry."
"It is very difficult to find that If you are limited to the city that
you are put under the microscope all the time."
"I guess It is annoying for me because if I had done a few
years' country service and gotten It out of the way I would not
have to be appraised. Those who were In a personal situation
where they were able to go now have permanency. I guess I
feel resentful that they have permanency and 1do not·

Baxter (1986) believes that appraisal can be perceived as a device for
manipulation.

One participant saw value In the programme for the

Ministry, because It could be used to lower a temporary teacher's selfesteem, thus making him/her open to direction from Central Office. This
person commented that,
"The system is discriminatory, it is holding a third of the staff at
this school in limbo, it is a controlling mechanism. Not only do
people have no power but they can be controlled, they can be
shifted, they can be sacked, they can be told they are not going
to get a job and that they have no prospects."
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Appraisal content

At Fanda!e neither the appraisers nor the temporary teachers had any
control over the areas of ability which were appraised. This lack of control
gave participants a sense of having 'appraisal done to them' rather than a
feeling of Involvement in a process designed to Improve performance. All
temporary teachers In the state are supposed to be appraised on a
standard set of skills. Gomez-Mejia (1990) would argue that this Is not
satisfactory because It does not allow an Individual appraisal to occur;
therefore, the Individual's contribution to the goals of the school cannot be
assessed. Improvement In a set of skills which do little to achieve the
goals of the ..chOOI seemed Irrelevant to some of the participants. As one
of them said,
"What has this got to do With 'knoWing, caring and sharing'?"(1)

Assessing all temporary teachers on a uniform set of skills prevents
teachers of difficult subjects being evaluated In terms of skills specific to
their subject. Marland supports the notion of placing appraisal Within the
context of subject areas when he says,
"Each Individual appraisal, therefore, S~<OUid Ideally be
embedded in our appraisal of the alms, syllabus and
procedures within which the teacher works and the materials,
equipment and learning resources at his disposal"(1976:176).

(1)

'Knowing, Caring and Sharing' are the headings under which the
schOOl goals are listed.
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The temporary teachers at Fandale were critical of programme criteria
which did not apply to their particular subject area. As two participants
commented,
"The criteria needs to be more specific to cater for subject areas.
Many of the categories are not applicable to me anyway. In a
practical subject such as ours more emphasis needs to be
placed on those skills."
"Some of the things are not relevant In all subject areas. Rather
than being assessed on things you have not done you should
be able to have your appraiser say that is not applicable."

Validity of the Appraisal

Most temporary teachers at Fandale expressed concern about the
possibility of personality entering the appraisal. All of them believed that
the subjective nature of the appraisal left the way open for ratings based
on subjective feelings rather than objecti~e assessment of skill. Indicative
remarks included,
"It is all very subjective and depends on how well you get on
with the person quite etten."
"I cannot see any problems, I get on well with them, (senior
teachers), play go~ with them do a bit of greasing."
"My opinion is that the people the senior teacher got on best
with got higher marks than the people with whom there had not
been much contact."

''
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Blum acknowledges the role of personality when he says that appraisers,
" ... project into the classroom the personality they are familiar
with from shared cups of coffee"(1990:31).

The lack of appraisal validity was of great Importance to the participants
In forming the basis for their attitudes. Since they had not undergone an
induction or, In most cases, had the benefit of review interviews, they were
only able

to

judge the programme on what

happened during the

appraisal. one participant was convinced that the programme was of
little value and adopted an attitude of Indifference. As this comment

Shows,
"You cannot take the subjectivity out of It when It Is just
someone's opinion. Being appraised does not really worry me.
I realize that I am here this year and will probably not be next
year. If I go to another system they are not going to look at my
rating, they are going to look at me as a person."

The Use of Ratings

Improving ratings and improving teaching are not necessarilY the same
thing. As long as temporary teachers are given employment on the basis
of a rating they will seek to score a high rating rather than Improve their
teaching. All of the participants expected to be rated as either a 4 or a 5
and some were prepared to take action If they were not given what they
considered to be a fair rating.
"I do not know when I will be appraised but I think I will ~
disappointed ff I get a 3 because I try to put everything Into a
position."
:
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"I am confident of getting a 4 and I feel my record speaks for
itself and if I do not get one I will be asking some questions. •
"Either I get a 5 or I leave."
"Having heard a lot of gossip about the way schools allocate
grades I would not be disappointed with a highly satisfactory
but I would like outstanding. So many things hinge upon the
outstanding."
"I will accept a 4 but If someone Is given a 5 for their
performance In the classroom and I am given a 4 then I will
fight It"

Participants were not prepared to tell supervisors of any areas where they
needed help. Nearly all temporary teachers acknowledged they had
room tor Improvement In some of the assessment categories. However,
they would not admit It to their appraiser In case it was to their
disadvantage when ratings were allocated. Typically, one commented,
"If I pointed out my weaknesses to my supervisor It would
probably work against me."

Some participants used a 5 rating as a means to affirm their attitude about
their worth as a teacher. Those who received the outstanding rating
accepted It as a true measure of their contribution. and felt that It was a
fitting assessment. One temporary teacher summed it up by saying,
"I do not 'Want' to get a 5, I expect to get a 5, It is the level at
which 1teach, my level of professionalism.

It was difficult to establish whether their claims to outstanding performance
were genuine or a Ploy to set a self-fUlfilling prophesy in play. One thing
!
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Is certain, they could not all have received the ratings they expected
without making a mockery of the appraisal system.

Appraisal Related Stress

Overall the participants felt the programme was threatening. They saw It
as yet another· unpleasant working condition they must cope with. For
them, the appraisal loomed as an exercise requiring extra effort. The
programme was cause for concem and they expressed this opinion,
"It Is a lot of pressure, It Is ll lot of stress, wondering what Is
coming up, what is going on, what will be done with it •
"People who feel they have inadequacies may feel stressed by
the appraisal."
"I would feel uneasy If someone came Into my classroom to

assess me."

"I think the programme is geared to make you feel a little
uneasy, a lltlle afraid and Insecure."

Professional Status

The rlgour of the programme at Fandale varied with the supervisor but
the areas for appraisal were the same for everyone. This type of
appraisal reminded some participants of the assessment they received
as student teachers. Their professional Identity changed as a result of
the appraisal. For some participants the fact that they were singled out
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for appraisal made them feel they were regarded as less professional In
the eyes of others. Diminishing employment prospects for some
temporary teachers Intensified that feeling, because, In the words of one
participant,
"I had no Idea until this year that temporary teachers could not
apply for advertised positions In the Ministry. I suppose that I
have to look at the rest of my life because right now I would
rather go on the dole than not have any choice about where I
am, what I am doing or what happens to me."

The programme, In conjunction with the current conditions of
employment for temporary teachers, affected some participants'
professional Identities to such an extent that It reduced their level of
professionalism. For example, participants questioned whether or not
extra efforts were justified since they felt unrecognised. Marland (1986)
believes that praise and recognition of a job well done should be
important outcomes of appraisal. Under the current system, appraisal
occurs no matter how skilled teachers are, as long as they are on
temporary staff.

The absence of real praise at Fandale led one

participant to comment,
"If you think you are going to get somewhere you are hopeful
and you are always trying to achieve more and more. If you
know that you are stuck somewhere and you look at the people
around you who are not being assessed, who are treading
water, babysitting, then you begin to wonder at the energy that
you are putting In and taking away from your soclaiiHe, family
or studies."

As a result of the way the programme affected their perceptions of
professional status, one participant withdrew services and another
resigned from the school during the period of research.
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AJ;>pralsers as Supporters and Judges

The changed attitude towards professional Identity also Impacted upon
the participants' attitudes towards their appraisers. Where the senior
teacher may have once been looked upon as a colleague who could
assist with any educational difficulties, this was no longer the case. Not
one Of the participants was prepared
order

to point

out areas of weakness in

to gain help. The reluctance to share this knowledge stemmed

partly from a fear that asking for assistance would be seen as selfdesignated weakness and therefore, grounds tor a reduction In ratings
as previously mentioned. It also arose from the temporary teachers'
awareness that they are already viewed as lesser profeSSionals and their
wish not to have this vtew confirmed by their supervisors. All temporary
teachers articulated their reticence in comments like these,
"I have enough experience in life to know that you do not ever
admit your weaknesses unless they can respond positively and
not hold them against you.·
"I think it would disadvantage me to admit any deficiencies to a
supervisor. In my early years 1had problems with discipline
and I admitted them to my supervisor and I can see how that
could have been interpreted as a weakness more than
something which needed to be improved."
"If I did have any weaknesses I would be disadvantaged by
admitting them to my senior teachers. It would depend on
whether they were supportive or whether there Is a personality
clash."

In most cases senior teachers were perceived by the participants to be
an. appropriate supervisor and appraiser because of their ability to
observe the temporary teachers' work on a dally basis and In an
unobtrusive manner. Senior teachers were perceived as able to
construct an overall picture of the temporary teachers' work. An
/
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awareness of progress and improvement was deemed to be Important by
one participant,
"This year the senior teacher is qualified, has been my mentor
since I came to the school, had Input into my lessons, my
problems with behaviour management and my on going
development."

However, the attitude of the temporary teachers towards the advisory
committee was one of disdain.

Most regarded the committee as

Inappropriate. Consisting of the principal, a deputy and an optional peer
as well as the senior teacher, the advisory committee was seen

not only

as unnecessary, but also unqualified by some participants. As they said,
"I do not think the deputies or the principal should be
appraising people because they do not know what Is going on
In classes."
"The deputy and the principal are not qualified to assess me
because they do not know anything about our content"
"I have not seen anything of the advisory committee. Last year I
did not really think It was necessary. I was amazed that there
was someone besides my senior teacher doing the
assessment. I guess deputies are qualified but they do not
know much about me really and never see me In action."

In a number of cases the relationship between the appraiser and the
participants changed as a result of the participants' attitude towards the
programme.

Some temporary teachers were involved In an Initial

appraisal Interview where they were told what would be expected or
them.

Gitlin and Smyth (1990) refer to this as a dominant form of

evaluation. They point out fnat it may result In the teacher seeking ways
to satisfY the requirements of the assessor rather than Improve their
•
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understanding of their own teaching practice.

several participants

commented on their relationship with senior teachers,
"Making sure you do everything the way your assessor wants
seems to be very important but does it make you a better
teacher?"
"I feel very bitter towards the person who assessed me."

Those teachers who Indicated a change In relationship with their senior
teachers as a result of the programme also Indicated that they had not
necessarily always enjoyed an easygoing and friendly relationship with
their senior teachers. That Is not to say that the relationship was not
cordial or professional, It was simply confined to work related matters.
Those teachers who believed that the programme had not changed their
relationship indicated that they enjoyed a closer relationship with their
senior teachers. As one participant put It,
"I get on will the teacher who will assess me. I feel I will get as
fair a go as I would anywhere."

Peer Appraisers

Most temporary teachers did not consider peer representation on the
advisory committee necessary. However, In one Instance a reciprocal
agreement was made by two participants. They both planned to make
suppoltive comments for one another at the final advisory meeting Where
they believed that the rating would be discussed and allocated. They
were not given the opportunity to attend any such meeting.

·One

participant actually refused to be a peer representative for a fellow
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temporary teacher, not wishing to make comments about a colleague
without first ensuring that the comments were sound. As there was no
desire by either participant to parpetuate the system of appraisal by
conducting classroom observation the participant declined to be a peer
representative. This refusal was Indicative of the negative attitude held
by temporary teachers at Fandale towards the programme.

It Is

consistent with the work of Gitlin and Smyth (1990). They see peer
appraisal as another form of dictatorial appraisal where one person Is
deemed to have more expertise than another, still excluding the
appraisee from the process of determining educational goals.

Since all of the participants agreed ihat deputies do not qualify to
appraise teachers, on the grounds of lack of classroom knowledge about
the teacher, and few believed the principal had such knowledge, it would
seem sensible to have a colleague who Is familiar with the partlclpanfs
work on the advisory committee. Provided peers were confident enough

to be outspoken, they could supply the evidence necessary to ensure
outstanding or highly satisfactory ratings were given.

Participants

applying for permanent on probation, or concerned about the subjective
nature of the appraisal, could be well served by an ally on the advisory
committee to champion their cause. Paradoxically, however, most of the
participants did not see a peer evaluator as being Important.
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Collegial Support

The participants' attitudes to their colleagues In general contributed to
their refusal, In most cases,

to have a peer assessor on the advisory

committee. They saw the concept of a peer evaluator In the same light
as Gitlin and Smyth (1990), that Is, as a colleague deemed to be
qualified by the system to pass judgement on their work.
themselves did not believe this

They

to be so, as they viewed colleagues as

equals.

Some particl pants felt resentment towards colleagues who were not
being assessed, especially when they thought that they were doing a
better job than some of those teachers. Moreover, there was an attitude
of bravado with regard to teachers not being assessed, and an
unwillingness to play the part Of a lesser professional by having an equal
judge them. Participants readily commented,
"It Is difficult when others are not assessed. There are teachers
who have been teaching for many years and who have become
complacent or have never been assessed and are actually
Incorporating destructive teaching practices. Any teacher In the
school who talks to the kids will know which teachers are the
most effective.·
"It is demeaning to have to be assessed when others are not It
gives me a feeling of, why me?"
"I felt as If I had to try harder than others In my department who
did less and who would continue to do so but who would retain
their jobs."
"I do not think It Is fair that after two years some teachers who
have been to the country are pennanent and never assessed
again."
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While one participant was not concemed about the assessment of
permanent teachers, others saw their attitude as one of non-support and
Indifference,
"I do not concem myse~ with what happens to other teachers. It
does not worry me whether they are assessed or not. •
"Permanent teachers have no sympathy and generally do not
offer much support·

The ambivalence of permanent teachers affected the participants'
attitudes towards them.

They wondered whether the permanent

teachers' complacent attitudes towards performance management would
remain if they were subjected to the same procedure each year. If not,
then the participants wondered why their colleagues, who were In a
much better position tenure-wise, to voice their objections, remained

mute.

Beginning Teachers

Temporary staff at Fandale supported the notion that, within the
temporary ranks, performance management should be provided for
beginning teachers. Novice and experienced teachers took the attitude
that at the beginning of their teaching career, they needed greater
guidance than those who were experienced. They expressed the view
that there should be a separate system for beginning teachers In a
number of ways,
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"I do not think beginning teachers can be compared with other
teachers because they do not have the experience. •
"The principal said I will be assessed as an experienced
teacher and I do not think that Is fair because I am not. •
"Teachers who have been teaching for eight or nine years are
still being assessed with teachers who have only been teaching
for one or two years I do not know about the rating but the
same process Is used, my appraisal form Is exactiy the same as
another teacher's who has only been teaching for two years.
How Is that right?"

Divisive Potential

The performance management programme at Fandale was seen to
assist teachers socialize outside the confines of their subject areas and
support networks. However It was also seen to have the potential for
setting one temporary staff member against another.

Several

participants shared this view. According to one,
"It causes Ill feeling between temporary teacher and temporary
teacher. For example, why did they get a better mark than
me?H

Student Benefits

The participants' attitudes towards students were not affected in any way
by the programme. In fsct, there may have been some short terrn gains

for the students of teachers who were appraised and were willing to
make an extra effort to Improve their ranking. on the other hand, some
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partlclpan1S felt those gains were offset by the time they had to spend out
of their classrooms, and away from lesson preparation and extra
curricula activities because of the need to perform tasks in connection
with the appraisal. As they said,
"This programme has had no effect on the kids and it has not
changed my attitude towards them In any way.•
"My long term behaviour in the classroom will not.change In
anyway."
"The only effect tt might have on the kids Is the time teachers
spend chasing documentation required for permanent on
probation or the time that needs to be taken from their own
classrooms by senior teachers to assess temporary teachers. •

Overall the temporary teachers were sceptical about the programme's
capacity to Improve student learning outcomes. They questioned the use
of appraisal of teacher tasks rather than student learning to judge
effectiveness and commented on tihe futility of the exercise,
"The studen1S have not been affected In any way by this
appraisal.
The emphasis seems to be on classroom
management skills and communication techniques rather than
what studen1S actuallY learn:
"You could be getting the kids In rows, giving out grammar
books and making them fill them up. You could do that really
well and the kids could have them piled up, you could do a
fantastic job at that but the minute tihe kids go out the door It is
all gone. There has been no communication with the students,
you have not really Imparted knowledge and you are not
contributing to their development as Individuals."
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.

one temporary

teache~s

comment epitomises the attitudes ol all the

participants,
"If you are happy with the way your classes are going and
receiving posltlw feedback from them and good results, then
why should you changer

In summary, the programme affected the attitudes of J:artlclpants towards
their colleagues, senior teachers and administration stsff as well as their
employer. The programme had no effect on the participants' attltuaes
towards the stuaents. Once again the programme failed to make any
Impact on an area critical to the process of teacher Improvement

THE PROGRAMME'S EFFECT ON TEACHER BEHAVIOUR

Raising the standard of leaching requires not only a change In reachers'
knowledge and attitudes, but also a change In their behaviour. The
temporary teachers at Fandale Identified two major factors which could
contribute to a change In behaviour.

These were professional

development and Incentives to gain high ratings.

\

Professional Development

Generally the temporary teachers regarded the performance
management programme as making no contribution to their professional
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development, and therefore, maKing no Impact on their behaviour. They
poln1ed out t~at no professional development was offered during, or as a
result of the programme.

Furthermore, they Indicated that even If

development were to be offered it may well be a pointless exercise
because of their negativity and adamant stance In relation to the
programme. Their comments Indicated a reticence to change,
"I do not think I will ever change, this Is me and this Is the way I
am. I think you need a lot of time to be orderly and I prefer to
spend it on being productive."
"I do not think professional development will be offered anyway.
It never has been In the past and I doubt whether It will now
with the squeeze on money:

However, some of them Intimated that the mere fact they were being
appraised mildly affected their behaviour In the short term. For example,
"It has not changed my behaviour, the only thing would be that If
a confrontation with someone came up I would say my piece
and then find a solution quicKly. I would tend to back down a
little bit because it would be used against me on the report If I
were a permanent teacher I could go further.•

Incentive to Gain High Ratings

Some participants acKnowledged that there may have been a superficial
change In their classroom behaviour while undergoing assessment.
Others maintained that no special effort was made to change behaviour
for the purpose of appraisal. This Indicated a level of confidence with
regard to remaining In their current position In 1991. The main reason
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for such confidence se1med to be the small number of teachers who
actually requested a transfer to the school.

The varying extent of

behavioural change which occurred was reflected in their comments,
"I do not do .anything like the paperwork that Is required, 1will
probably write out more detailed lesson plans for the appraisal
time."
"I have not changed. I think last year my behaviour changed a
bit when I was bel ng assessed and obviously you put a lot of
time and effort Into lesson when you know the senior teacher Is
coming ln. And you have It together for a whole couple of
weeks. You try to get your lessons all sparkley for when your
senior teacher just drops in."
"I do not think my behaviour will change for good as a result of
the appraisal."
"Maybe I organized my programmes a little better and made
sure I was at school on time dutlng the appraisal period but
that was the only difference It made to how I behaved.·
"My behaviour has not changed In any way as a result of the
appraisal but I can Imagine that other teachers may change
theirs for the appraisal."
"I do not think I will change my behaviour now because my job
Is secure but if I were In an area where there were lots of temps
and I was not sure of getting a job then, yes, I would probably
attempt to do all the things to improve."

Some unintended changes In behaviour resulted from the programme.
For example, teachers who were given what they considered to be an
unfair rating chose to withdraw services to the level of the rating they
received. For example,
"My behaviour did change after the appraisal because I felt
very resentful. I thought, right grade me as that and that Is what
I will give you. I had a lovely time, did not teke home marking,
did not prepare all of my lessons; I was not conscientious about
doing my duty. It was fine. There was a slight problem In that I
have always been a high achiever, and to actually work less
than to capacity caused conflict tor me."
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In summary, all participants confirmed that any observable change In
behaviour which resulted from their Involvement with the programme was
cosmetic. They saw professional development and competition for jobs
at Fandale as nonexistent, and thus the programme's capacity to change
their behaviour as negligible. Some did acknowledge that a short term
change In behaviour had occurred for the appraisal period. However,
such change was regarded as having a minimal long term effect. It
appeared that the programme was unable to encourage the participants
to make any significant behavioural changes which are essential for
teacher Improvement

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

All participants were unanimous In their opinion that the Temporary
Teacher Performance Management Programme should be stopped, but
falling that, steps should be taken to make It a more positive experience.
They conceded that performance management could be beneficial for all

teachers but not In Its current format. MaKing the appraisal an acrossthe-board assessment for all teachers and administrators was considered
to be of the utmost importance. As they said,
"It should be all or none."
"I think other teachers should be appraised as well, even If It Is
just a department appraisal. •

I
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"I think the appraisal should be performed to weed out a lot of
the dead wood but I think It should be lor the principal, deputies,
. senior teachers and all teachers."

The temporary teachers also held common views on the number of
appraisals which should take place. They felt that beginning teachers
needed two or three years of guidance In the form of performance
management; however, after successfully completing that, these teachers
should be assessed along with the rest of the staff on a five yearly basis,
or

~

none of the other staff were being assessed, not at all. Their

suggestions were,
"If You have been successfully appraised lor two years then you
do not have to go through It again."
"From a beginning point of view lor the first couple of years this
appraisal Is OK, then after that I cannot see any point In It apart
from once every five years or so lor all teachers. •
"Unless there Is a reasonable purpose for appraisal you should
not do It, otherwise you could just go on appraising lor ever and
a day."

If appraisal Is to take place, the participants agreed that a rating should
not be given. To do so, they claimed, only created divisiveness between
the staff. Furthermore, they felt that ratings can be easily Influenced by
factors such as: popularity with other staff; the relationship between the
appraisers and the temporary teacher; ability to engage In extra curricula
activities; and the appraiser's interpretation of the requirements for
attainment of the five ratings. The temporary teachers also pointed out
that a basic level of competence Is required In order to be a classroom
practitioner In the first place,
0

"There should not be a ranking system because they should
not be teaching In the first place If they cannot do the job,"
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"I do not like the idea of a rating. I think you are either doing the
job or not It just seems to create divls',ons that are not really
necessary. If you are not good enough !tl nave a job then you
should not be hired In the first place or cc.ni:lnue to be hired."
"The grading system has to go."
"Get rid of the grading system. You are not eligible for
promotion so either you are doing what you should be or you
are not."

Some temporary teachers made another recommendation. In the event
of the ratings system being retained, the subjectivity Issue could be
alleviated by an Independent or neutral person from Central Office
conducting appraisals on a statewide basis. This would give teachers the
opportunity to be judged on a less subjective basis and would help
standardize the interpretation of what was required to attain each of the
ratings. The participants commented,
"It has struck me that the old subject superintendent system was

pretty good, where the person came out and discussed with the
whole faculty and then with each teacher In tum. •
"If we are going to be assessed then there should be people
who do it all the time either from schools or Central Office. •
"Have one neutral person assess the whole school."
'There Is no consensus in the school let alone the whole state.·

Other participants were happy to have their senior teacher continue to
appraise them because in the interests of fairness, they wanted a more
.than 'one off appraisal. They quatnied this by stipulating a need for the
senior teachers' judgements and efforts to be recognized.

T,hls

recognition needed to come In the form of extra time for senior teachers to
undertake the duties of appraisal and a recognition that the assessment
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given by the senior teacher should not be altered by the advisory
committee unless the temporary teacher requested an Investigation. This
gave some temporary teachers a sense of power because they felt they
could discuss decisions and had a chance to put forward a point of view
when ratings were given by senior teachers. What ever the rating given
this group perceived that they should be party to its allocation. They were
concerned that this would not be the case if a senior teacher had to argue
on their behalf with a principal and deputy. They said,
"Rely on the senior teachers' assessments and their Informal
judgements for classroom assessment They will suggest how
to Improve as part of their job without the rigmarole. •
"Leave It to the senior teacher because they see your good
days and your bad days. •
"Recognize that senior teachers need to have their
professionalism recognized, that the mark allocated by the
senior teacher can be discussed but not necessarily changed
by the principal."
"Deputies shOuld not have a say because they do not know
anything about you."

The participants held varied opinions on the method of appraisal. Some
were happy not to have classroom observation take place, while others
wanted observation to occur on several occasions. All agreed that
appraisal should be done on an Informal basis with the temporary
teacher being given the opportunity to nominate what would be
appraised. That was Sbdn as giving the appraisal relevance and paving
the way for changes In behaviour to occur because once individuals haci

ownership of decisions they would be more likely to be supportive of the
decisions.
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"I think the teacher, in consultation with the senior teacher
should sit ..!own and decide on the assessment They should
set goals and wor1< towards them. •
"I think that all the senior teacher needs to do Is ask you what
you hope to achieve and ask what you need help ln. It should
happen in an Informal setting and for all teachers."
"Appraisal should be Informal. At the moment it is too subjective
to be rated. I cannot see how they can reach a consensus here
among appraisers."
"There should be a discussion between the temporary teacher
and the senior teacher. A time limit shOuld be set In order to
organize the Induction and everything which Is discussed
shoUld be put Into practice."

Those teachers whO were seeking to gain permanent on probation status
commented on the procedure which applied to them. They felt that a
secretive rating with no opportunity to view comments about themselves
made it difficult to Improve Most of the participants were expecting to
view their mark and discuss the comments with the principal. Instead
they were told by their senior teacher what happened between them and
the principal. The Whole process came to them as a shock,
"The principal and my senior teacher discussed my progress
and sent off the appraisal without letting me see. 1 should be
able to comment on What was actually written about me on the
temporary teacher form I think?"
"I should have been told what my mark would be. It was
allocated by the committee without consultation with me and
supposedly without my knowing. My senior teacher 'leaked' my
mark to me."
"The whOle thing seems ridiculous because I have been told I
will be appraised, but no one has told me how I need to change
my behaviour so how can I? The committee tci assess me
certainly has not met with me and to my knowledge with each
other. How are they going to decide on my mark?"
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"I cannot see why permanent on probation has to be
confidential."
"How can I Improve If I do not know what was said about me?"

Every participant found the Temporary Teacher Performance
Management Programme a negative experience.

When the eight

participants were asked to Identify the positive aspects of the programme,
the response was limited to a single comment from one participant, .

•
"It was recognttlon for doing a good job. It gave me confidence
When I got a 5, though tt would have been different If I had
gotten a 4. But none of the positive aspects were worth going
through appraisal for.·

The statewide Industrial action taken by senior teachers during 1990
played a part In making the Temporary Teache:· Performance
Management Programme at Fandale a negative experience for the
participants. It worked this way; participants were not aware until It was
too late, that as teachers seeking permanent on probation status, they
had to have their forms filled In by a certain date. When they did find out
the date, they became concerned that their chances of gaining
permanent on probation status would bEJ hindered by a late application.
To make matters worse some participants had to actually chase up their
appraisals - appraisals which they were opposed to in the first place, and
yet without which they may be unemployed

next year. They did not wish

to seem unsympathetic to the senior teachers In their cause, and yet they
did want to give themselves the best opportunity for employment or
permanent on probation status the following year. Their comments
Indicated their concems,
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"I was worried that because mine was late that I would not be
considered for permanent on probation status.·
"The people who assess me were not on the original list I had
been given. Maybe because they ran out of tlme?"
"The Industrial action that happens every time Is not good. It
(appraisal) Is postponed and there Is always a chance that it will
not happen."
"Every time this (appraisal) has been done It has been done
Incorrectly either because of a lack of dlrectlon or Industrial
action. There is not only uncertainty about when I will be
assessed but also about my job for next year."
"My appraisers had not met as a group and may not have met In
time had I not reminded them about my form. It was a rushed
meeting to assess me, I was not present•
"I am concerned about the procedure that was followed, nothing
eventuated from above and I had to get things moving to get my
assessment done and the forrns.sent off."

In summary, the participants believed that the current programme should
be suspended and If teacher appraisal was Indeed necessary, It shoUld
be extended to include all school personnel, with more frequent appraisal
for beginning teachers. The ranking system should be replaced by a
satisfactory or unsatisfactory 1·adng which had statewide comparabilty.
They thought that the rating should be based on Informal appraisal
conducted by the senior teacher. The senior teacher and the temporary
teacher would need to discuss what would be appraised and how it
would be done. They were clear that the final appraisal comments
should not come as a surprise to anyone Involved and most lmportantiy,
they should be seen by the appraisee, whether they were seeking
permanent on probation status or not

_. /
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CHAPTER5

CONCLUSION

The participants' opposition to the Temporary Teacher Performance
Management Programme meant that Its Intended aim had little chance Of
being achieved.

Many of the effects of the programme on the

participants' professional knowledge, attitudes and behaviours were not
those desired by the Human Resources Directorate, that Is those which
Improve teaching.

The participants felt that the programme Increased their understanding In

the areas of prOfessionalism, subject content, final appraisal procedures
and Central Office workings. The areas of knowledge they identified as
being least effected by the programme were those centrally related to the
process of Improving their classroom performance. Had an Induction
process been Instituted, these areas may well have been covered as a
matter of course.

The Temporary Teacher Performance Management Programme created
an attitude of resentment within the participants. Generally they suffered
the performance management programme under duress and responded

to It by seeking to Increase their ratings and employment prospects rather
than Improve their teaching.
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Any changes In behaviour which resulted from the participants'
Involvement with the programme were seen to be superficial and short
term. As such, the changes were not regarded as contributing to an
Improvement In teaching.

A number of discrepancies developed between what should have
happened In principle, according to the Ministry of Education's guidelines
and what actually happened to the participants at Fandale. The absence
of Induction and professional development meant that the Temporary
Teacher Performance Management Programme lacked credibility for the
participants. Had these two factors been present the programme would
have made a significant Impact on knowledge, attitude and behaviour.

OVerwhelmingly, the participants Indicated that the Temporary Teacher
Performance Management Programme had a negative effeCt upon them.
In their view the factors responsible for that negative effect Included:
being singled out for appraisal, being rated, lack of consistency between
appraisals, Industrial action taken by senior teachers, lack of clarity with
regard to the purpose of appraisal, lack of Induction and lack of
professional development

In order to make the Temporary Teacher Performance Management
Programme a more positive experience for the participants it would
. appear

that

a

whole

school

approach

to

performance

managementshould be taken. All staff, at all levels, would be ~ to
performance management and given the opportunity to undertake

/
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professional development as an Incentive to Improve at teaching and
non-teaching tasks.

These findings have Implications both at the school and Central Office
levels. Although not generalizable across the state, the findings of this
study clearly show that In at least one school in Western Australia, the
Temporary Teacher Performance Management Programme has been
unable to achieve Its stated aim. Instead, It has created a great deal of
tension. The Human Resources Directorate may wish to investigate the
possibility of the same outcome occurring In other schools. It may wish to
take action to ensure that adequate Information and training be given to
those responsible tor carrying out performance management In all
schools. This may Involve liaison with training Institutions, subject
associations and collegial support networks.

In November 1990 some of the findings of this study were presented to a
meeting of the 'Working Party tor the Improvement of Status and
Conditions for Temporary Teachers' and members of the Human
Resources Directorate.

At the meeting It was requested that more

detailed Information be made available to temporary teachers via the
'Education Circular'

(see Appendix 3).

Also a number of

recommendations based on the findings were considered (see Appendix

4).

The Human Resources Directorate may also wish to Investigate the role
of Central Office and Its responsibilities towards the temporary teacher In
a system of self determining schools. For example, if performance
I'
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management Is to be used as a central Office staffing fUnction, should
Central Office provide the personnel to conduct the appraisals? Can
central Office deny temporary teachers access to the permanent on
probation induction and appraisal process on the basis of a quota system
Irrespective of the quality of the teacher?

These are the types of

questions which need to be addressed if central Office Is to clearly
establish Its role and responsibilities In a de-centralized system.

The findings of this study have implications for some of the broader
Issues of education which currently concern the Ministry of Education.
Since the completion of this thesis, the Ministry has begun to release
material relating to accountability, social justice and the Chief Executive
Officer's position on a Ministry ethos. At this stage It Is not clear what the
Implications of the study are for these recent developments.

At the school level the findings will be used at Fandale to modify the
performance management system so that It becomes a more positive
experience and provides the means by which teaching can be Improved.

For the purpose of fUture research this study could be used as a pilot
upon which to base an Investigation of the performance management
system which would best suit the needS of the Western Australian Ministry
of Education and the temporary teachers for which it is intended.
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APPENDIX 1

The following Information was given to all temporary teachers at Fandale
during May 1990. It was produced by the Human Resources Directorate
for the purpose of standardizing appraisal in Western Australian Schools.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

151 Royal Street, Easl Perth, Weslem Australia 6000
Telephone: (09)4204111 Fax: (09)4205005
Telegram>: EDWA PERTH Tele•: EOHOWA 0<1\e.G

E0311-072

PERSONNEL APPRAISAL

Tha bllowing r~•'ngs stould be U$111d '111lonQOnslc'gring levels o! compcotence a~OO at this staged the lfacher's prolt$s1onal
development. tnsan ooa nl.ll'n&talln eaeh tm beside nch 1raa o1 ability i'llhe sedions bolow. AI !ha and ol coach soclioo • space Is
provided tor dotailed o::omments aboul areas ol ape0al51tonglh and!or sped!"~~;: oJulls which r&quilo \1,1rthar pradio&. II $pace Is

tnsutliclant, pklaso attach acklaiooal &hellls.

~ Olltstanding
~ Highly utisliiCiory

[1)

[1)
[!]

Arouol weakness: furthorholprMUided
Un$31is1adol)': iltonsiw IMIP noodllld

Salisla<:~ory

"
Yeart•ltaogh\

Planning and PreparaUon

Oe!Billn programmes. Includes the tollowing in teaching unH plans (programmes.lesson series):

D

a. clearly lden1 ifoecllong-range gcats and short-term o~ectives which relate direcllyto !he syllabus
objedives;
b. methods to be used to achieve objeclives {i[J(:I\Jdir.g a timfl scale); these methods sh:luld include
varied teachiro strategies which take into accoonl:
•
•

knowledge of leamlng theory
needs, Interests and ab~iliesof students

c. resources to be used {includir.g pen;onnel}; and
d. methods fo be used In determining student achievement o1 objectives.
Detallln lesson planning. Prepares lessons In Sllflicienl detail lor the teacher to ......ork ellec!ively with
students.
Knowledge ol subject matter. ShowssuiiK:ient knowledge of Mjectbelngtaugh1.
Organtutlon. Sh:lwsloglcal relationships between the Individual parts In programmes and lesson plans.
Special group a. Takes Into account the needs ol speCial groups

0
0
0
0

COmments (strengths and weaknesses)
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Student Assessment
Appropt Ia teness of evaluation tasks. Ahgns evaluation exercises ortasks to the course objectives and ll1e
students' capacities.
Variety of evaluation procedures. Uses a variety of appropriate formative andsumma\ive evaluatiOn
procedures. These will Include a range ol inlormatand tormal methods (lncl<~ding short and tong
answer responses, rruHiptechoice, oral reponses,produclion ot models etc.).
Validity. Uses appropriate evaluatiOn procedures. These will inclvde wrin~,, and verbal commen!s, peer and sell
evaluation. tests, mar'Ks, grades etc.
Feedback. Gives appropriate leedback to students and takes appropriate actiOn when neeessary.
Recording. Uses appropriate mar'Klng or grading procedures and systematically records students· results.

D

0
0
0
0

Comments (strengths and weaknesses)

Teachln Sktns
Lesson presentation. Presents explanations, demonstrations, ptactl:;e and feedback so that studeflts can
comprehend and retain what is being taught, I.e. students' interest Is aroused and main!alned, and
studen!s' unders1andings are adequately monitored.
Variety of approaches. Uses whatever variety of approaches students need, e.g. group and Individual work,
role-play,lield work, laboratory work etc.
Use ollnstructlonat materials. Selects and successlully uses varied teaching materials based on students'

needs and !essonobjeclives.
Student participation. Ensures a high level ot student engagement in the teaming pmcess. Responds in a
relevant and appropriate manner.
Pra lse for achievement. Praises e!lort a'">d accomplishment, emphasizing pos~tve features rather than only
noting errors.

0
0
0
0
0

comments (strengths and weaknesses)
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Classroom Management Skills
Classroom behaviour. Controls classroom behaviour so thai learning Is possible lor all, I.e. communicates
lim~s or behaviour to students aod consistently monitors these limils.
Group Management. EHectivery manages the class as a group, or as several groups, Including roovement,
distribution and use of materials.
Conlllct resoruuon. Knowswhallsgoing on in the classroom aodcan anlicipate and deal elfectivetywilh
polential problems.
Treatment of s\udents. Treats students tairly, conslsten11y and responsibly. FOcuses on student behavi::lur
ralher than on personaiHy. Acknowledges equHy (race, gender etc.).
Classroom appearance. Mainlains the classroom as an attractive, Interesting, vital environment lor students.

o
0

D
0
0

Comments (strengths and weaknesses)

COmmunication Skllls
Scope ol communication. CommJnicates effectively in speech ar¥:1wrilif'9 with students, other teachers,
parents and administrators.

D

Communication about perfonnance. Provides timely and appropriate lnlormatK>n abol11 studenl
performance to those who have a right to know, lnckldir.g students, otherteachers, parents and
administrators.

D
D

Rappot1 with students. Responds positively to stLJdents and students repond posHiYelyto teacher.
Mutual respect is evident.
COmments (stref'9lhs and weaknesses)

Professional Characteristics
Involvement.

Demonstral~:s active Involvement and Is a co-operative and enthusiastic teacher In the school.

Reactlon. Seeks, accepts and acts onadv!ce about job performance.
Ethics. Oealse!hicallyWithjob responsibiiHies and personi'IEll.
Reaction to others. Reacts he~ully to stLJdents, parents, other teachers and administrators.
Sell-evaluation. EvaiLJates and 111(ldilies own performance. Shows written evidence of plans lor
sell-Improve men!.

0

0

0
0
0

COmments (strenglhs and weaknesses)
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APPENDIX 2
The following Information was placed in temporary teachers' pigeon holes
during May 1990. It was written by the principal and all temporary
teachers received a copy.

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
APPRAISAL OF TEMF"ORARV TEACHERS 1990

emJ:)loyment

Continued

contingent

upon
Te~cher

Temporary

Teacher

term ""d

the

Ministry

Returns will

be available

completed by

employment in 1991.

Temporary Te...,c:her Return, to be

Principal,

is
of

a

of

all Temporary

One section of

"feedbacl; 'from

Tempor-ary

the

during

ccmpleted by the

is an apprlli&al based on
fjlroup,

teachers

Return·.

ar"e to be

Teachers desiring
the

by

receipt

'Temporary

ne:1t

temporary

of

lU'1

Teacher·s

performance in the school.

Temporary

of

Teachers in the

r;chool "fall into

a number

fir~>t

two years

ci\tegories~

a. Ec£>ginning Teac:hEOrs of teachimil•

thos;e it! their

These teachers should be subject to

semeste-r.

b. Ewperie-nce-d Te-mporary Teacher• - due to the
indutltrial action o'f last ye•r

~o~e

did not carry

through the process c'f 'formally appr•i•ing

'

'
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Tempor~ry

Teachers.

All Temporary Teacheru

dF-sirous o'f wor .. ing in M[]E
be appraised.

sch~'ols

in 1991 sholtld

These teachers will be subject to

one induction and appraisal process.

c. Temporary Teachers who will flat be seef;ing
employment in M[]E 10chools in 1991.
be subject to the appraisal

They need not

process.

THE PR[]CESS

An

APPRAISAL GR[]UP will be 'formed

Teacher requiring

appraisal.

'for each Temporary

This group will consist

of:

1

A peer it~

2

nominated by the Temporary Teacher ( th:Ls

optional J

A Senior Teacher (or Teacher-in-Charge subject
areil)

above

The

induction and

will

be

responsible

for

the

'(c-rmal

completion of the performance appra:Lsal

'form.

3

A Deputy PrinciPill to act as

a reference point for

the Temporary Teacher and the appraisers.
4

The Principal will meet with the Bbove to determine
the level of performance to be reported on the
Temporary Teacher Return appraisal.

Principal will

then interview the Tempor11ry Teacher to complete
the Temporary Teacher return.

.'

I
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TH€

INDUCTION m._.etJn9. at whicto the pl;an

ot the

1

e~ppre.isal

form is worl;ed out,

me~y

on the bacl.
focus on:

Importance of sound prepa.!"•tion to effectlve
teache!"s.
the

The need fol" sound lonQ term planning ln

form of daily less;on plans and detailed

working programmes.

The need for

some evidence of

prior planning befol"e entering 110 class.
2

Use of 110 variety of lesson

formats, techniques and

aids to me.ke lessons interesting and effective.
3

Class control.

Maintaining good order w1th

personal rapport and interest in the students as
people.

Being on time to class and gail'llng order

before students file into classroom.
with and use of MSB policy,

Familiarity

Techniques to maintain

control, seatinQ plan, questioning to involve
inattentive rotudents.
number of
4

The MSB policy suggests a

techniques.

Assessments, testing and !"ecording.

Analysis of

tests results to !"eteach and revise.
~

Teacher manner.

Movement around class.

Desk

supervisioro.
6

Other areas where it is felt that the Temporary
Teacher can improve performance.

THE

APPRAISAL should take place over

informal observation
some
the

and contact, but there should be

formal visits

by either

or both

Tempora.!"y Teacher's class to

the

bP.fore

time, mainly by

meeting

to

appraisers to

observe performance

complete

the

per5onnel

•ppraisal form.

When

thi~

MEETING

proce~s

is completed

the APPRAISAL

will consider the level of

perform~nce

GROUP
to be

reported on the Temporary Teacher Return.

When

the

Teacher

Principal

Return

apprais•l

an

•ection

receives
interview

and

i•

completed

Temporary

held

co•plete

to

discu•s profe5sioroal

matter•

with Tempora-ry Teacher.

Principal
11 M"'Y 1990
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APPENDIX 3

The following information was contained in the March 1991 'Education
Circular'. It was written by Human Resources Directorate personnel and
Incorporates the suggestions which were made by the researcher in
November 1990. It is intended to clarify the procedures for performance
management for temporary teachers and to ensure that all temporary
teachers have the opportunity to access the Information.

lie~~~nt ~no,.jrd'e

Elsenti.:ol: an understanding of one or more d tl>e followi"i
areas:

Temporary and permanent-on-

probation teachers
Crilf'f~

for appointmcnl

compu1er-~ui1tnl ti~tabling.

J<:hool organi!.ltinn and procfliutes;
Khooladministrative procrdur .. s;
prolbsional d~lopment procenes;
compl!leriS<'d admini•trati..., support syslems.

1.

Leads project tum• establisi>W in schools and collete" to
dnoelop and implement h.ordwar<' and ooflw.l~ Utilities in
j.Chools and col~es Mthin i!tk'l time(,.mesto lnt!t!IIM
require menu of individual s.ct.ools <1nd col~ and the
O>'e<311 tequirements of the Ministry.

2.

Prepare• t10ining m.>te~1s •nd conducts prolessio...,_l
de....,lopment ptograms to assist schools an<! coll~es to
muimi~ tho use of their administr.~.live eompuler
systems.

3.

Monitou the Implement~! ion ~nd lnlt~l use of
ildministr~tl"" compul~ systems ~nd iiSSiSU s.choo!sand
colleses to resolve iss""s ilnd coocerns &I required,

~.

S.

'·

~presenu the Coord•l\lltOr on workin£ ~WJ~.i~ and

u tequi<ed.

Undcn;o~es

responsibility for such arus 1..1 rNry bo:o
al!oc.otcd by the Mana~r. Schools Adminilll~live Sy$1ems
Branch.
l.

Gener.ol: thfie are temporary positions from about IS April
1991 untilll DKem~• 1991. for t .. nhcr inlcrm;otion,
plu~ COIIUCI Mr Terry March. Mlnascr, Schools
Administr;otive Systemsllelcphonel09] ~10 4~221.

Suitability

""'''"'Y

Con•ideration is gi~n to the type of
!e.g pre·primary, primary, eduotion suppo11
or ucondary illbjKt &real, and the pool of
apploGo>n~ luitabl. lor tNt type of~aGo>ncyil
cstablishf<l. Qu;olorocations and eoper;.,nce ;orr
used in detcrminin& ....heth~• a te~cher is
sui~ble fo• a position in a paniculartuching
a•ea.

l~achers wl>o m.a~c th~m~lves 1•01ilable
Stotrwidc lrr considered lor all po1itionsfor
which they ate suitable. Tho•e who indicate
that they ••e a•ailabl~ in particular distriru
only are ccnsidercd fo• vacancies in tho~
disltic\i. Tcacf>tors whc do restrictthei•
a•ailability should takr ca•e to ncrninltle all
districu in which they are willong to worl.as
appointment d~isicns are bas~ on lim
provided byteac:he" Tho wider :a tea<:hUs
;o~ailability, the areater the likelohood that he
or she will gain an 01ppointmcnt.

Ot-vebps p<o'ntedm.aterials "'d tuucomplllerised
s.oftware for adminiotraH~e systems in l<:hools~nd
colleges.
commin~s

6

lhc Ministry employs thre« co.tc&o•ies oftuchen:
pe~ncnt, pe•m.;~ncnt·on·prob.ltion and tt"mporary.
In the staffins of schools, onc:r JIC'rmanenttuch~o
h.l"" ~n pl~c~.the rrmainin& ~untie• arc filled
ICCO<din& to the following criter<a_

I'Mtil
Or.ce the pool of suitable appliuont. available
for ;o position has be-en deletmi~. merit
criteria arc apploed a. follows:
a

Should a publoc servant be M'IK!ed for the~ lcmpcr;ory
p.aitions, it would bo:o on loan plus HDA or on~ HDA b.lh.
Simil;orly, publot seclOl cmplo\'1!'1'1 m.ay bo:o ~or>dtd to thcl.e
politoons.
Applounu arc adviled to addrcuthc selection critm.>, 1..1 &n
lnteMew will dc~nd IJpon appliu.nts rnHtinsthcftienlill
criteria.
Apploc.tions quotin£ the position numben &nd rNrrked
'Confodcntoal • E•poeuion of lntetcst'should be lorw;uded tn
btablo•hmcnt • Ad.,..nising Clct~, Miniilry of Edo.ollnn, L~l
1, lSI Royal Slr..,.t, hll Poet1h f,()O~ (telephone [09] 2ll
~]911

C~ing S.OO p m, friday, 21 March 1991,

Ll!c appliutions will not be .acap!f<l.
The Moniury of !d...:at•on I• &n rq~t opponunity""f'b,t-r
&nd provide• a srnokr·frcc wor"n& cnviron..,.nt

fOIIfad~tes, merit is determined by
agg•cgating filing• in thto following

11CII:

·academic qu•Mutions;
• res~Jitl ol!uchina P'"ticcs; ;ond
. inte .... icw an~ profeuionallcfc•cncei.
b.

foo tempor;ary !cachet~, merit is
n.ormally ddclmo,.d by !he fltinJ
reco•ded in the lcmpo"ry ludlr,
Return_

c.

fotlcachenftom o..tsidethc WCitrrn
Austr;alo.ln GoW"rnmentschoolsyltrm,
meril il detr•mined byquoliliutiont,
references and inle,...if'W\.
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••

Pnm~nl-on·probation

and temporary

issue of The !due arion
to a~etruin !hi> y<a(s

appointmcnl!l

'·

Circul~r

rcquit<'menu.
Availabililt" of
p<>Sitions

perm.~ncnt..,n·probltion

3.

AJI<>Clllion of permanent-on-probation
~point menU

..

The ;~vaibbility of perm.onenr.on·p<obltion
positions is totally dependent on the
erl.lbliohmcnlliKu<eS. The!f figure\ ~·• to
the numbers of perm~nent positi:.ru av.ollible

in cKh tuching aru, e.g. primary, pte•
primary, ~coni on suppon, and subj.ct·bysubj~ for ..,cond.ory neil~ The number of
wan.c:ies will be intl~nced by faaoo wch a$
n!ligf\ition~ relin!menu, m~remiry lei..., and
leaw withoul p;ly. COtUeQL.OOII\Iy,l!- •
num~n will tluduate '(Cat by y<llr ...;lhin •
pirtiC!.Ib.r tucl>ing
If the Hablishmenl
numbers annot acoomm~teadditioN.l
pennl1Mn11tlfl, applianua"' ad,;...dto
reopply for perm.onent-on-pro~tion IU\Ill the
following teO'·

•

The Ministry ~~empU to balance
pertnanen!.on·problltion appolntmeNI
between e•perienced ud beginnina

·~

""'a.

....

Temporary teachttS Kf'l<ins permanent-onprobation &ppoinlmetlls
Tempor.l!y \UchetS must i.pply lor, and be
S"'nled, permanent .on-probation Nlu1 before
pining perrnaneney. Tempor;ory l<!oChetS
'"'king permanent-on·problltion J\.1\Ul must:

Gaining ptorm&nent-on-probation rtatw
&.

PetmiMnt-on·probll!ion ;oppoint-nu
u1ually nude ;ottho beginning of
each y<:'ar. Some fiN! adjust~nts may
~ made early in the ~oChool year or>ee
e~abli1hment fogurn areconfitll1ed.
;or~

Methods of auinins penNr.ent-on-

a..

probiotion smr.u:

~the criteria

ovtlioed in Sedion B

above; and
There"' \WD method! by ....+rir:h
teachetS Clln ;opply lor permanent-on·
probation rtatus.

C.l

S!.lrt.......;de ;ovai\a!);lrry -thi1 is
open to newentQnl!o ~g<adu.~tes
or C•perier>eed teachot~ from
other edr.>e~tion l~tem!l;
tuchetS re-enterino ~ce with
the Mini1try; •nd current
tempor;ory teacher!. ApplioanU
mu•tsl<rte that they ;ore
prepared to teach ;onywtre<e in
Western Au1tr.oha. Thil ~
indrcated by numbering all
di<trict• in order of prdercrra:
on the ,lrpplication !01
Employment form 01\he
Tempotity Teacher Return.
Special condition1 for 1ontt
~Crving tempor.ory tuchttt. •
new condition! wrre inttodr.rced
in 1 '390 fo< temporory tur:"oers
with three or more ye.at~'
continuous ..,...;ce with the
Mini1try to enable thffl\to atWn
pcrmanency-on·ptob.irtion
witl>out makif\g thfm~Cf"''i
awillble for 1ppoinlrmnl

SIJ.t.......;de.

Tuchet~

rnay wiJh

to ~efer \olhe ptOC~Itlft u!ed
Wt Y<'l'r which wr~c publid>ed
in Tile lduotion Circul;or of
Julj.o\9'30. 1hefe fnly, ~.
be 1.0me n:villOtllo thnc

h

i.pply on the Tempor;oty Teacher
Return. which Is iJSu«l d11K!Iy to
1empo"'ry teachefl each y<:'lr. II is the
te.cho~sre•ponsibihty to enwre that
thr'l form i1 complet«l•nd forwarded
to the Human Resource, Servicn
Br;onch in Central Oflrce.

Note· ;ot pre ... nt, ;oil perma,.,nt-on.problltion
appointment• are full·lime. A parl-Ciml'
tempor;oryteacher may ;opply for permanent·
on·probation llatul with the understanding
tNt •he or M will ;occept a lull-time po1itio" il
pt"rm.>neni-Ofl.probation stotul i•

•-tM<I.

s.

Temporl.f"l' tud>er< oeeiUng re-empiD)"""'Cftt
~a tempor;ory tuchtr
~

Temporory te.cher a~poi~t~na "e
~nab\e for • ~et period of time of up to
one 'r""lr. TM end dot~ or tht
appointment •Ppe••l Of\ tM
appointment notice.

b.

Temporary ruther! m.Jy opplyfo< n:-employment in !he folla...;ng ~"-"'on
the Temporaty Te;och(,r Return.
Te;ochetS will be conJid<r«l f01 rrlppointmcnl on the ba1r1 cJ """illbility
for pankular loClltoon1; Jui!.lr!);lity 101
the position to be- frlled,;ond tt,r;r Merit
nti"'l 11 indocaled on t~r Jempor•ry

1Udlt'tl!etum
SIJ.Iement of o:runtry ~
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. a I""'' nominated by t~ tuchc:r
concerned.

P<t<Yiou1 country i<'rvict itt•l:en intoJ.ccount
in con~iMring &pf>Ointmonn cf rc-onlry or
ttmpo<ary te•chc:~ to P" rmar>er>e~-<>n·
probation. While \uctw" -~ing
p<<ma<ll'n\-on•probation apr><>intments a~
still rtquired to dtcl•re thll th~ are """'LI~e
Stat.,wiM,tho~ with a completed pooriod of
country ~Mcew~l be \ruled in the II""'
w..y '"' P<''""'nent teache" wilh lUCh ~rvice
This mun• tNt a m•I<Of>OhU.n l~cher Wl'lh
pr..vln~ tuuntry ~rvicewho drcb~
Stat"""d" a~ibbihty willl\01 be J.Ppolnted to
tl>e country pro.;ding, suiU.blc metropoliu.n
wc.ancy lu~ilible.

b.

To ma•imi~ the t><ndiu to lhc:
teache<, an indr.r ~on 01 perfi><TIUnte
nun.agemenl plan should be: designed
specifically for and with the t~ehe<.

Periorm&noe ma~~llor p<nnJ.Mni-<MI·

prl)OJ.tiQn Uld temporary tcado.e<'
1.

Tud>cn in~ in

"'\lteacho,. undcrsoins perlorman>:o
man:~sement rt<luire a minimum of a~
initial planning s~uion and a\ last one
fornu\ review during the~·· b<fore
\he flno\ a•sessmont. "'ddotional formal
~views c.an to..cnnd.,cted for 1.11e.perienced teachers. f\J. each formal
•e.;cw, !he form f'enonnel N>praiuJ
CEO 38·0721 should to.. completed,
di.CI,II!ed wlth and a COP\' p<O>'ide<l to
the teach...-.

perloJJ~W>tt

lftlnq~l

d.

PerfonN.r>Ce ~men\ i1 required for.
permanent-oro-. . . .lion te.ocllcrs !both
beginnin& and e..,ericrad te.ad>elol:

A ronal ippnoi~l i• complet..d for uch
leather· a Temporary TeacMr /kwm
or Roport on f'tob.ationary TeJCher ~
lpproprlate.

V,.ious forms are us..d in the Mini.try'1
perlorman>:e mana~rnent system for
teachers and teachers who are invol...ed
in the ·~rem should fO'QUC11 copies of
the relovant forms from their prindp.al~
~form, are.

'""

tempo131y tuchtfl (both beginnine

J.nd e.perier>Ced tuchefl),

Temporary teache" t...ve b.-en able to atrot
over their pmonna....:e rating~lrom ~· to
'f"'&rsir>Cel988. In 1991,~, ~will be
neccuary lor temporary tache!1 whol.ut formally apprais,ed in 1968 to undtrgo a
pr!'n'onnar>Ce ~~!lmcntto pro...; de 1 mo<e up
to date rating if they are S«king re·
appointment in 1992. Tache" wha1rcm..-d
an appr:ili~l in 1989 or 1990 may Gltroflhc:
rating lotwllrd for ont or two more ~n :n
J.ppropriate. (5..., SKiion C.S b<lowfor
furtherdet.ails.l
The ei<lcnt of the procedure1 adopted wm wry
be""-ffn indMd~llcathc:n deP"ndingon
their ~I of .,..,..,;..nee.

Guideline• to f'torlorm•fiCe
l>bn•gemen! • rele.,.~lto all
Iucht";
Perlorm•nce M•n•sement
f'e,m•Mnl-on·f'robarion Tuc~n •
de,ign.-d sprciroc.ally for pennanenl·
on-probatoon le•chc:l'\;
f'erlormancr M•n•gcment:
Temf>OT.If) Te•cl>er, • de1i&ned
speciloc.allr for temporary Luche";
f'Monnol "PP'I•i•f !CD 38.{172)·
•eleYinltO •lltuche" (and should
be comple:..d "' ~ch lormal '"""""'
interviow for eachtucherl

Genc:r.al principle1 of pcrlo""'nce
manq:ement
Tl>epte<:ise n.aturc of an individ..,.lteKhc:-r's
perlonnar>Ce man.agemo:nl progrJm should bo
determined bytl>e l<!ache(s ~I of
upericnce. lh...-care,ho_,,,numbefcrl
general p<incip\es whkhJ.pp\v reprdla.i of
the teach<-r'S 1il~tion:

•

A pt-rlo<mantf nun;ogemen\10<
indUC'Iion and app<ai!-11\ grouj) 1hQuld
be: eitabhshc:d !01 each teacher
invol~ ina perlormafiCe
management p<O&ram. lhe
pc-rl01mance management I'DUP
should consist ola\1 or wme d the
followlng:

Tempof•'"l Teacl>erRelum.
dosm'but...-:1 to tempor.ory \e"Mn
later inihe ~It; and
~~~on Probllionaf)' Te•cher.
dinribUied to petmanent-onprobation teachers Late< in tlw: rea~

1

Permanenl-on·probation tu~rs
for

the~

Loache11,1he onduction proe~11 WU

\W<l year\ for beginnong lu{h~o\ and Ollf ~ar
lor ~lf"'ricnc~d lr&the", 1nd tulmin.ltei in J.

...-c:ommendatron lor po•fm.o!lfncyfor
ro<"•m•..,.nl•nn."ool.olion tead.rrl.

cnmJ'('I~nl
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p<obltion be e~<~cnded fo< ~ pc1iod of no mort
thon IW(J lefml; o• th>l J>"tmanerKy nol be
app•o'""d and that ptobllion be c.ancdled.
lhe Di1lrid Superinlondenl will be involved in
1ho doci!ion il~rm;,nency i! not
1uommonded II an e-.'ltnlion i1
, .. commende<l, lheleache• will •e<:'"i.,..an
ad,;sory rO'p<>ll indic:uing who! ha1 10 be clone
in o•de1 to , .. ach a IJIIillac~ory standard of
professional de.,..lopmenl.
All n~ grod~les who •«ei'"" an
appointment up 10 01 on H•elirsl day of
~mute• 2 should nolelhalthe yea, counts as
!he fttll year ofte;oching for ~pp,.i!oil
purpo1e1. These te<od>t:tl will b<: c:onsldered
I<H ~rm.anency in tl>o:i• se<:ond ye.~tr of'
Inching.
ln &"nMI ~ ih beginru'll: tucher w.as
appoint~ to a lempo<llry end-d.>!~ posilion
afterll>o: r.rtt day of ~~Miler 2 1990and
fe(eived a perm.anen\-on·prob:otion
appointment in 1991, the anenment for
~rrn.onency will be cH:fened 10 the end of
1992. The ~im olthil guideline lito gM: wc:h
teKhersthe bcnefo1 of~ full rwo-year
~rfonna/'Ke rn.ono~gemen: ~m.

Tuche,, appointed ;n ~•rn.onent-on
probalion in 1990 and wl>ooe ~ous
leaching serviCO', eithe• with this Ministry or
with anothettUching service, rn.o~es thi1 ye.ar
atleallthei• se<:on-d year of O'mplol"""n~ will
be apprai~ lot ~rmarw"'cy during 1991.
Permanency will be confonned and ""'de
eflecti.,.. f1om the commencenw:-nl of tl>l:
\992Khoolyear.
~is nol~~e<:els.aryfor

a ~rmanenl-on

ptobation leacher to apply lo• pennaneocy, as
the neCels.arylorm• will be ~e:nt dirKtlytethe
pr<ncipal by the Human Re1eun;e1 SeM«s
Branch.

••

Temporary 1uchers lbe&innin&)
B.-ginning teachers wile are appointed as
temporary teachen aile require a
cemp<O'hen~i~. well-suiiCiured' ~rfonNnce
manag~ment pregr~m. They 'hould ulllkrga
at lent two forma\~~~~ befeteth~ffonal
inler.ie"' fer the y.:a•. and in their i«<nd year
iii lull ene wch lerm.lll t~w.

onc .. h>vint opl~d tor roapproiwl, ho.........,,, a
teachcf'~ n~w fJiin£ mull bt- fetordrd on lhe
Tempor~ry 7e~chet Rchl'n ~'"""if it;, Ia-•
th:ln the previousyear'l
The•~ i•sp.oce
far oe<:ordin& p<evtcu• ralln£1 on tloe
Tempo1ary 1uch~, Rctum in 1he!e
circumstance\.

'"""&

The nalure of an Up!'rienctd le>eher·~
performance nunagemenl prosr•m de!>" nelS
en 1uch factetl as whet he• 1he1ucher:
i1 newte the \WIIern Avstr~l01n
eo....rnmenl schDDisyslem;
h.os ,.,..,nlered

~Mce

with the Minillry

"~"'a sisniTic.anlab>ence frem
te~ching;

;, new to her or his school in 199\;or
is centinuing in !he school in which
she or hetllught in 1990.
A me~ intensi..,- program would be tequired

in the fint!WO et the 11\>ove group!, with thol-e
continuing in a school likely le require ale\\•
tltudured approa~h. An O<l>l'rienced tucher
new to the Weslem Auitt;lhan Go~rnment
school sys1em she~ld underge lull fernul
~rformance ""'""semenl in aile all his or her
ft!ll year, h~•ienc~d teathell already
el\ablished in I he We11ern Au!lfalian
eo....rnmenl school 1y1tem sheuld panicip.ole
in lull fer,... I pt'lo•mance man<~gO'mentll lust
one .. ~ry three ~ars t•ee abo~ I.
Ne .... nheless. •• •l"'rfermance ra1ing is
..,qui111d fer each t•mpo«!l)"lucher seel<ing
re-appeinlmenl, >.!1 tempora..,. teachers
sheuld ha.,.. ~n tn,tial p!Annin& meeting. 11
lo;ul cne review mfftin& durin& the ye•r ;~1\d a
(,nal meetin£ te dL.cus\ lho;, a11~11menl.

Notification of change of name/address
Any teacher ..me ha• tr<:ently chans.-<! hi1lhor no~ me 0<
add'es1and ..me has not I"' I ~dv;~d th~ M<no!lry ellhe
cNnge b requellod te de se a1 100n •• ,.OIIibl<:. using a CDP't'
dthe Noti/ica!ton of Change ol N~meiA.1d<rn furm
which;tpP"•rltll ...... here in this C11cu!ar

Alllalt'd abo.,.. !So<: lion C.Hiempcqry
teach"~ who were Lntlen'nlOIIy ilpprais.ed in
1!168 are oequired 1e undergc ;~lull
~rfo•manc .. n~umenl in 19!11. Th!M who
<O'cei..,-d an appfli!-lll in 1989 or 19-90 may
Cll!ry tlleir ra1ing ferward for ene Of twO ln(II'C
~ar1 11 Jpprepriate,
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APPENDIX 4

The following Is an extract from an Information sheet circulated by the
convenor of the 'Working Party to Improve the Conditions of Temporary
Teachers'. Central and District Office personnel received copies In
December 1990.
COMMUNICATIONS
Sherry Donaldson led a discussion on communications and performance management
for temporary teachers. Geoff Stewart, Co-ordinator of the Communicalions and
Consultation Working Party, was a visitor during this session. The Working Party
endorsed the following recommendations from Ms Donaldson's paper:

2.

3.

4.

a.

That the •Guidelines to Performance Management• and •performance
Management: Temporary Teachers• documents be amalgamated and made
available to ALL temporary teachers.

b.

That schools be required to pass on copies of All Central Office documents
regarding performance management.

c.

That those who will be conducting the induction and appraisal are given
in-service training in the area especially with regard to communication and
participative decision making.

a.

That policy clearly outlining situations where it is compulsory to undergo
appraisal and where it is optional to undergo appraisal is stated in The
Education Circular and Education News as well as in the amalgamated
document containing inlormalion from ~Guidelines to Performance
Managemenr and •performance Management: Temporary Teachers".

b.

That Ministry personnel likely to deal with temporary teachers be familiar
with the policy.

a.

That the documentation from the Ministry clearly states the staffing function
performed by the rating scale.

b.

That Staffing Officers be required to state this !unction as pan of their school
visit program.

a.

That a person be made responsible for the co-ordination of Staffing Off•cer
visits to schools and be available to answer queries from temporary teachers
or appraisers.

b.

That the name of the person responsible be published in The Education
Q"rcular, Education News and switchboard directory.

Mr Stewart suggested that the Temporary Teacher Working Party consider preparing a
brochure for temporary teachers which would explain employment conditions, rights
and obligations, and the procedures that affect employment ~\lch as performance
management.
The meeting discussed problems arising from conrticting advice sometimes received
from Human Resources Services on matters concerning temporary teachers. II was
suggested a training programme be developed for Staffing Officers spec1licatly on
temporary teachers and/or the nomination of one officer as a central contact point for
queries regarding temporary teachers for both teachers and principals.
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